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Chapter 4

Modular Design

Modular Design is compatible with the following device families:

• Virtex™, Virtex™-E

• Virtex™-II

• Virtex™-II Pro/X

• Virtex™-4 /FX/LX/SX

• Spartan™-II, Spartan™-IIE

• Spartan™-3, Spartan™-3E, Spartan™-3L

This chapter includes an overview of Modular Design and describes how to run the 
Modular Design flow. It contains the following sections:

• “Modular Design Overview”

• “Modular Design Entry and Synthesis”

• “Modular Design Implementation”

• “Setting Up Modular Design Directories”

• “Running the Standard Modular Design Flow”

• “Running the Sequential Modular Design Flows”

• “Modular Design Tips”

• “Modular Design Troubleshooting”

• “Vendor Specific Notes for Synthesis”

• “HDL Code Examples”

Modular Design Overview

Modular Design allows a team of engineers to independently work on different pieces, or 
“modules,” of a design and later merge these modules into one FPGA design. This parallel 
development saves time and allows for independent timing closure on each module. 
Modular Design also allows you to modify a module while leaving other, more stable 
modules intact.

Modular Design requires up front planning to ensure that the design is partitioned 
properly. It also requires communication among team members to ensure that partitions 
work together during the Final Assembly phase. The number of modules should be kept to 
a minimum. Modular Design is best used for large designs that can easily be partitioned 
into self-contained modules.
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Note: Modular Design is not recommended for the direct conversion of large ASIC designs that 

contain heavily interconnected logic. Such designs cannot be easily partitioned into independent 

modules.

The Modular Design flow consists of the following phases:

Phase I: Modular Design Entry and Synthesis

In this phase, the team creates designs using a Hardware Description Language (HDL) and 
synthesizes them. This phase must be done for both the top-level design and the modules 
as follows:

♦ Top-Level Design

The team leader must complete design entry and synthesis for the top-level design 
before the Initial Budgeting phase of Modular Design Implementation can begin.

♦ Modules

Each team member must complete design entry and synthesis for his or her 
module before moving on to the Active Module Implementation Phase for that 
module. Team members can complete module design entry and synthesis in 
parallel and can complete this step while the team leader is working on the Initial 
Budgeting phase of Modular Design Implementation.

Phase II: Modular Design Implementation

This second phase comprises the following: 

♦ Initial Budgeting

In this phase, the team leader assigns top-level constraints to the top-level design.

Note: Initial Budgeting is not required for modules.

♦ Active Module Implementation

In this phase, the team members implement the modules.

♦ Final Assembly

In this phase, the team leader assembles the top-level design and the implemented 
modules into one design.
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The following figure shows the Modular Design flow:

Modular Design Entry and Synthesis

The team leader creates the top-level design using an HDL and synthesizes this design. 
The top-level design includes all global logic, including I/Os, all modules instantiated as 
“black boxes” with only ports and port directions, and the signals that connect modules to 
each other and to I/O ports. This step must occur before Modular Design Implementation 
can begin.

The team members create individual module designs using an HDL and synthesize the 
designs. However, this does not need to occur before the Modular Design Implementation 
step begins. Team members can work on their module designs while the team leader 
moves on to the Initial Budgeting phase of Modular Design Implementation. Team 
members must complete design entry and synthesis for their modules prior to the Active 
Module Implementation phase of Modular Design Implementation.

Figure 4-1: Modular Design Flow Overview
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You can enter your design with a text-based tool using Verilog or VHDL. To synthesize 
your design, you can use Xilinx-supported third-party tools, which produce a design file in 
third-party netlist formats, or you can use the Xilinx synthesis tool, Xilinx Synthesis 
Technology (XST), that produces a netlist in NGC format. For more information on XST, 
see the Synthesis and Verification Design Guide.

As with standard design entry, Modular Design entry begins with a design concept, 
expressed as a functional description. From the original design, a netlist is created. For 
details on HDL design entry, see “HDL Entry and Synthesis” in Chapter 2. Also, see the 
Synthesis and Verification Design Guide.

The following figure shows the Modular Design entry and synthesis flow.

Modular Design Implementation

Modular Design implementation includes the three phases described in this section. After 
the final phase is complete, you can use the implemented design to generate a bitstream.

Initial Budgeting Phase

In this phase, the team leader positions the top-level logic for the design. Properly 
positioning the logic in this phase is critical. Repositioning top-level logic later in the 
design process requires that you rerun each phase of the Modular Design flow, which is 
time consuming. Following are the objectives of the Initial Budgeting phase:

• Position global logic

• Size and position each module on the target chip

• Position the input and output ports for each module

• Budget initial timing constraints

Figure 4-2: Modular Design Entry and Synthesis Flow
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The first step in this phase is to run NGDBuild in initial budgeting mode. Ngdbuild 
generates an NGD file with all of the instantiated modules represented as unexpanded 
blocks. This NGD file cannot be mapped but can be used with the Constraints Editor, 
PACE, or Floorplanner. Using the Constraints Editor, you assign timing constraints to the 
top-level design. Using Floorplanner, you assign pin location constraints for the design.

You must position all top-level logic during this phase. This ensures that the remainder of 
the logic for the design is optimally positioned during the Active Module Implementation 
phase. Location constraints must be assigned for the following elements:

Note: Top-level logic should be kept to a minimum.

• Top-level I/O ports

These are the top-level ports of the design that are mapped into IOB components. In a 
typical design, these IOB locations are already well defined because of board layout 
requirements. PACE can position the I/O ports for the design on the targeted device.

• Top-level logic

This is logic positioned at the top-level of a design, such as global buffers, 3-state 
buffers, flip-flops, and look-up tables. There should only a small amount of top-level 
logic.

When positioning BUFTs, follow these rules:

♦ If more than one BUFT is driving the same net, position the BUFTs in the same 
row

♦ If BUFTs are driving different nets, position each in a different row

♦ If there are multiple 3-state nets and each 3-state net is driven by multiple BUFTs, 
position one BUFT for each 3-state net

Note: All top-level TBUFs must be located with the LOC constraint to a TBUF site during the Initial 

Budgeting phase. This is necessary to avoid contention between the 3-state signals. For additional 

information on this topic, please refer to Answer Record #12437 at http://www.xilinx.com/support.

• Each module

Estimate how many resources each module will take to generate a rectangular 
bounding region that will contain the module. Next, position each module bounding 
region accordingly. Xilinx recommends that you allow space between modules so you 
can position the module ports.

• “Pseudo logic” that represents module ports

When two modules are connected at this stage in the design flow, they are not 
connected directly. Instead, each of the modules has a module port that is connected to 
pseudo logic. This pseudo logic is either a “pseudo load” or a “pseudo driver.” A 
pseudo load is a temporary load for the module output, because its actual load is 
located in an unexpanded module. A pseudo driver is a temporary driver for a 
module, because its actual driver is located in an unexpanded module.
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The following figure shows the relationship between the modules and pseudo logic 
during the Initial Budgeting phase:

The following figure shows a detailed view of the pseudo logic shown in the preceding 
figure. In the figure, the output port for unexpanded Module A is connected to a 
pseudo load, and the input port for Module B is connected to a pseudo driver.

Figure 4-3: Modules and Pseudo Logic

Figure 4-4: Pseudo Driver and Pseudo Load
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The term “pseudo logic” is used, because it is logic that is temporarily inserted to 
facilitate the relative placement of the connected logic within a module. In the final 
assembled design, the pseudo logic does not appear, instead the actual logic is directly 
connected.

Note: Pseudo logic is only created on a net that connects two modules. If a net connects a 

module to top-level logic, pseudo logic is unnecessary because the top-level logic constrains the 

module logic.

The following figure shows the flow through the Initial Budgeting phase:

Active Module Implementation Phase

In this phase, team members implement the top-level design with one module expanded at 
a time. This must be done separately for each module and takes place in the individual 
module directories, rather than at the top-level directory. Active Module Implementation 
can be done in parallel, that is each team member can implement his or her module at the 
same time.

To accomplish this, you run NGDBuild in active module mode. NGDBuild reads the top-
level design, the module netlist, and the top-level UCF file as input. Ngdbuild generates 
the top-level design as an NGD file (design_name.ngd) with just the specified active module 
expanded. At this point, you can use the Constraints Editor to apply any additional local 
timing constraints for the active module. You can then map, place, and route the NGD file.

After a module is fully placed and routed and meets the desired timing constraints, it is 
published back to the team leader for inclusion in the final design. A published module is 
called a physically implemented module (PIM).

The pimcreate utility automatically copies the module’s NGO, NCD, and NGM files to the 
appropriate directory in preparation for the Final Assembly phase. It also renames the files 
design_name.ncd and design_name.ngm to module_name.ncd and module_name.ngm as 
needed for later phases of Modular Design.

Figure 4-5: Initial Budgeting Flow
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The following figure shows the flow through the Active Module Implementation phase:

Final Assembly Phase

In this phase, the team leader assembles the modules into one design by running 
NGDBuild in final assembly mode. Ngdbuild reads in the top-level NGO file, the top-level 
UCF file, and all of the PIMs to create a fully expanded design file that you can map, place, 
and route. During this phase, the place and route tools copy the placement and routing 
information from each PIM. This preserves the exact timing performance from the Active 
Module Implementation phase for each module in the design.

Automatic trimming of unconnected output ports occurs during the Final Assembly phase 
to remove any loadless signals in the design. Trimming cleans up the design, which may 
result in modest performance and efficiency improvements.

Figure 4-6: Active Module Implementation Flow
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The following figure shows the flow through the Final Assembly phase.

Setting Up Modular Design Directories

Before the team starts designing, it is essential that the team leader sets up an organized 
directory structure that works for the team. These directories are used for synthesis of the 
top-level design and during the Initial Budgeting and Final Assembly phases. Following is 
the recommended directory structure for the standard Modular Design flow:

• “Synthesis” directory

This directory must contain a directory for the top-level design. The team leader 
synthesizes the top-level design in the top-level design directory. The top-level design 
directory must include the appropriate HDL file, the project file, and project 
directories.

Note: Synthesis of individual modules can take place in the team members’ local directories. 

Xilinx recommends setting up a directory to synthesize your module that is separate from the 

directory used to implement your module. The synthesis directory must include the appropriate 

HDL file, the project file, and the project directories.

Figure 4-7: Final Assembly Flow
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• “Implementation” directory

This directory must contain the following:

♦ Directory for the top-level design

The team leader sets up initial budgeting for the design in this directory. After 
team members publish the implemented modules to the PIMs directory, the team 
leader also assembles the top-level design and PIMs into the final design in this 
directory.

♦ PIMS directory

The PIMs directory stores the implemented module files. When a team member 
runs the pimcreate utility during the Active Module Implementation phase, 
pimcreate creates the appropriate module directory in the PIMs directory and 
copies the implemented module files to the module directory.

Note: Implementation of individual modules can take place in the team members’ local 

directories. However, each implemented module must be published to the PIMs directory using 

the pimcreate command line tool.

Running the Standard Modular Design Flow

Use the standard Modular Design flow for most designs. This flow requires that all 
modules are implemented and published to the PIMs directory before they are assembled 
together. After you are comfortable running this flow, you can also run it sequentially, 
using the Sequential Modular Design Flow. For more information, see “Running the 
Sequential Modular Design Flows”.

Entering the Design

Create your top-level and module designs with a text-based tool using Verilog or VHDL. 
Use the following guidelines when creating your code.

General Coding Guidelines

In creating HDL code for both the top-level design and individual modules, it is extremely 
important to follow good coding practices. Following are general guidelines:

• Ensure that your design is fully synchronous

• Use realistic timing requirements (period constraints for entire design)

• Register all module outputs
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Top-Level Design Coding Guidelines

The top-level design must include all global logic, including I/Os, all design modules 
instantiated as “black boxes,” and the signals that connect modules to each other and to 
I/O ports. Each module must be instantiated as a “black box,” with only ports and port 
directions. Following are “good” coding practices specific to the top-level design:

Note: Top-level logic should be kept to a minimum.

• Declare all design level ports at the top-level

• Use meaningful signal names to connect to module ports or between modules

Note: Using the same name for the signal and its associated port aids in simulation, because 

top-level signal names are used during back-annotated simulation.

• Include a minimum number of modules

In addition to these practices, you must do the following when creating the top-level 
design:

• Instantiate each module as a “black box”

• Include “black box” definitions of the lower-level modules in the top-level file to 
determine port direction and bus width

♦ VHDL Notes

Synthesis requires component declarations for all instantiated components in the 
HDL code. The component can be declared in the code or in a library package 
included in the HDL.

♦ Verilog Notes

Synthesis requires declarations for user modules only, not library primitives. If 
user modules are defined and described in the same project, module declarations 
are unnecessary. For example, module declarations are unnecessary if your 
synthesis tool produces multiple EDIF netlists from a single project. However, if a 
user module is described in a different project, or if it is a CORE Generator 
module, then a module declaration is required. All port directions must be 
declared with explicit statements in the module definition.

• Infer the following resources:

♦ All I/O registers

♦ 3-state buffers that drive the same net or bus

Note: If bidirectional signals are outputs of a lower-level module, declare them in the HDL code 

as inout signal types in both the top-level component declaration and the module-level port map.

Note: You cannot include a module inside of another module though you can use multiple 

netlists to generate a module. In addition, multiple instantiations of the same module are not 

directly supported. Each module instantiation must have a separate module definition, even if 

module instantiations will use the same port definitions and functions.
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Module Coding Guidelines

Unlike top-level design entry, design entry for individual modules can occur after the 
Initial Budgeting phase and even at the same time as another module’s Active Module 
Implementation phase.

In creating HDL code for the individual modules, adhere to the following 
recommendations to make your design implementation go smoothly:

• Write individual modules as independent designs

Self-contained modules with minimal dependence on outside resources are 
implemented optimally. Following are examples of how to achieve independence:

♦ Use the minimum number of ports on each module

♦ Do not design modules to be dependent on chip resources with specific locations

For example, a module should not require that a BRAM be located in the column 
adjacent to the module.

♦ Include minimal global logic

Examples of global logic are I/O pins leading onto or off of the chip, DLLs, or 
global clock resources.

• Define ports exactly as they appear in the top-level design

Ports are connections in and out of a module that are connected to a wire or signals in 
the top-level design.

• Code any 3-state logic that involves nets found outside of the module in the top-level 
HDL. 

Synthesizing Designs

Synthesize HDL files as described in the documentation for your synthesis tool. You must 
create a separate netlist file for each of the modules and for the top-level design. Synthesis 
of a Modular Design requires the following special considerations:

• Each module in the design must have a unique netlist.

Most synthesis tools generate only one netlist for each project. To meet the “separate 
netlist” requirement of Modular Design, you must synthesize lower-level modules 
separately from the top-level design, and sometimes create a separate project for each 
module as well as for the top-level design. This will prohibit the synthesis tool from 
‘optimizing’ logic across module boundaries.

Note: For more information on specific Synthesis Tools, see the “Vendor Specific Notes for 

Synthesis” section of this chapter.

• In each module design, disable settings that insert I/O pads.

• In the top-level design, enable settings that insert I/O pads.

• In the top-level design, the names of lower-level modules must be identical to their 
file names.

If these names do not match, NGDBuild cannot match the module names specified in 
the top-level netlist to the module netlists.

• In the top-level design, synthesize all lower-level modules as black boxes.

Black box instantiation may require the use of a synthesis tool directive. If lower-level 
modules are not synthesized as black boxes, NGDBuild outputs an error during the 
Initial Budgeting phase.
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Running Initial Budgeting

During the Initial Budgeting phase, the team leader assigns top-level constraints to the 
design. Both the top-level timing constraints and the area constraints for each module 
must be defined. Following are steps for running the Initial Budgeting phase:

1. Change directories to your top-level design directory inside your “implementation” 
directory.

2. Translate your top-level netlist file into a Xilinx file format using the following 
command. You can use either an EDIF netlist or an NGC netlist from XST. If you use an 
NGC file as your top-level design, be sure to specify the .ngc extension as part of your 
design name.

ngdbuild -modular initial design_name

Module files must not be included in the top-level directory. At this point, the modules 
instantiated in the top-level design must be represented as unexpanded blocks in the 
resulting NGD file. The design_name.bld should be consulted to make sure that only the 
modules expected are listed as being unexpanded.

3. Apply top-level constraints, such as clock periods, using the Constraints Editor. Use 
the following command to invoke the Constraints Editor:

constraints_editor design_name.ngd

Note: If a clock net in the top-level design does not have a clock load, the clock does not 

automatically appear in the Constraints Editor. You can manually add clocks using the Specify 

button found under the Global tab.

Refer to the Constraints Editor online help for details about commands and settings. 
Also refer to the Constraints Guide for information on constraints.

4. Select File → Save to save your UCF file and then close the Constraints Editor.

5. Use the following command to invoke the Floorplanner to create module sizes, 
locations and to position all module ports:

floorplanner design_name.ngd

6. Select File → Read Constraints to read in the UCF file you modified in the 
Constraints Editor.

7. Apply location constraints, including constraints for the following:

♦ Top-level I/O ports

In the Design Hierarchy window, expand the Primitives icon. Drag the port to the 
Floorplan window.

♦ Top-level logic, such as global buffers, 3-state buffers, flip-flops, and look-up 
tables

In the Design Hierarchy window, expand the Primitives icon. Drag the primitive 
to the Floorplan window.

Note: BUFTs require some special considerations. See “Initial Budgeting Phase” for 

details.

♦ “Pseudo logic” that represents module ports

Before assigning area constraints for each module, make sure that automatic 
floorplanning is enabled. Select Floorplan → Distribute Options. In the 
Distribution Options dialog box, make sure Autofloorplan as needed is 
selected. When you assign an area constraint for a module, the Floorplanner positions 
the pseudo logic automatically.
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To reposition a port manually, select the port in the Floorplan window and drag it to 
its desired location. For best results, place the ports just outside the defined area for the 
module.

Manually positioned ports are marked as unavailable for automatic floorplanning. To 
revert back to automatic floorplanning, delete the manually placed ports from the 
floorplanned design. The ports are automatically positioned the next time you resize 
or move an assigned area, assuming the Autofloorplan as needed option is 
selected in the Distribution Options dialog box. If this option is not selected, you can 
select the All Ports option in the Distribution Options dialog box and click the 
Floorplan button to place the ports automatically.

Refer to the Floorplanner online help for details about commands and settings.

8. Select File → Write Constraints to write out the UCF file.

9. Close the Floorplanner and save the FNF file.

Implementing an Active Module

During this phase, the team members implement the top-level design with only the 
“active” module expanded. “Active” refers to the module on which you are working. The 
full suite of Xilinx implementation tools is available for this phase. You can use any MAP 
or PAR command line options as well as the Constraints Editor and Floorplanner. 

Note: PAR’s re-entrant routing feature is not supported. If you use FPGA Editor, be sure to leave 

area constraints and placement information from previous steps intact.

You must perform the following steps for each module. Team members can implement 
their modules in parallel.

Note: You should not use NCD files from previous software releases with Modular Design in this 

release. You must generate new NCD files with the current release of the software.

1. Copy the following files to the local module directory in which you will implement the 
module:

Note: Xilinx recommends keeping a separate directory for the files you synthesize and the files 

you implement.

♦ Synthesized module netlist file (for example, module_name.edf or 
module_name.ngc)

♦ UCF the team leader created in the Initial Budgeting phase (from the top-level 
directory in the “implementation” directory). Rename this file from 
design_name.ucf to module _name.ucf.

Note: Copying the UCF ensures that each module is implemented with a consistent set of 

timing and placement constraints. It also allows you to add module-specific constraints to 

the local copy of the UCF as needed.

2. Change directories to the local module directory.

3. Run NGDBuild in active module mode as follows:

ngdbuild -uc module_name.ucf -modular module 
-active module_name top_level_design_directory_path/design_name.[ngo|ngc]

The output NGD file is named after the top-level design and contains implementation 
information for both the top-level design and the individual module.
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4. If necessary, create module-level timing constraints using the Constraints Editor as 
follows:

a. Use the following command to invoke the Constraints Editor:

constraints_editor design_name.ngd

b. In the New dialog box, select the module_name.ucf file and click OK.

c. Modify the constraints. Do not modify the timing or placement constraints entered 
in the original top-level UCF.

Note: If you define an OFFSET constraint relative to a module port, a TPSYNC constraint 

is automatically created for that port net. The path from the synchronous element within the 

module to the module port is analyzed to create offset timing. Offset timing does not include 

the clock delay to the synchronous element within the module.

d. Select File→ Save to save your UCF file and then close the Constraints Editor.

Refer to the Constraints Editor online help for details about commands and settings. 
Also refer to the Constraints Guide for information on constraints.

5. Annotate the constraints from the local UCF file to the module using the following 
command. The –uc option ensures that the constraints from the local UCF file are 
annotated.

ngdbuild -uc module_name.ucf -modular module 
-active module_name top_level_directory_path/design_name.ngo

6. Map the module using the following command. In this step, you are mapping the logic 
of the design with only the active module expanded.

map design_name.ngd

No modular design specific command line options are required, because all of the 
modular design information is encoded in the input NGD file.

7. Place and route the module using the following command. In this step, you are placing 
and routing the logic of the design with only the active module expanded.

par -w design_name.ncd design_name_routed.ncd

The “_routed” syntax ensures that you do not overwrite your mapped design. The –w 
option ensures that any previous versions of design_name_routed.ncd are overwritten. 
However, you can use any syntax you prefer. No modular design specific command 
line options are required, because all the modular design information is encoded in the 
input NCD file.

If the area specified for the module cannot contain the physical logic for the module 
because it is sized incorrectly, you must regenerate the UCF file generated during the 
Initial Budgeting phase, and you must run the entire Initial Budgeting phase again. 
This would then imply that new UCF files will need to be copied to each module and 
that each module needs to be reimplemented.

8. Run TRACE on the implemented design to check the timing report (TWR or TWX file) 
for timing issues. Verify that your top-level timing constraints are met.

trce design_name_routed.ncd

Note: By default, a summary report is generated. You can also choose to generate an error or 

verbose report. See Chapter 14, “TRACE” for details.
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9. If necessary, use the Floorplanner to reposition logic as follows:

Note: The Floorplanner should only be used if the module implementation is unsatisfactory; for 

example, if it does not meet timing constraints.

a. Use the following command to invoke the Floorplanner:

floorplanner design_name.ncd

b. Reposition the logic. Use the MFP flow so that only the mapper needs to be rerun.

c. Map, place, and route your design again, as described in steps 6 and 7.

Note: When mapping your design, you must use the MAP –fp option to ensure that your 

updated MFP file is used.

10. Publish the implemented module file to the centrally located PIMs directory set up by 
the team leader:

pimcreate pim_directory_path -ncd design_name_routed.ncd 

This command creates the appropriate module directory inside the PIMs directory 
that you specify. It then copies the local, implemented module files, including the 
NGO, NGM, and NCD files to the module directory inside the PIMs directory and 
renames the NCD and NGM files to module_name.ncd and module_name.ngm. The –ncd 
option specifies the fully routed NCD file that should be published.

Note: You can simulate the module after running MAP or PAR as described in “Simulating an Active 

Module”.

Assembling the Modules

This is the final phase of Modular Design, in which the team leader assembles the 
previously implemented modules into one design. Physically implemented modules 
located in the PIMs directory are used as well as the top-level design file in the top-level 
directory to accomplish this as described in the following steps:

1. Change directories to your top-level design directory in your “implementation” 
directory.

2. To incorporate all of the logic for each module into the top-level design, run 
NGDBuild as follows:

ngdbuild -modular assemble -pimpath pim_directory_path design_name.ngo

Ngdbuild generates an NGD file from the top-level UCF file, the top-level design’s 
NGO file, and each PIM’s NGO file.

Note: Because you are using all of the PIMs published to the PIMs directory, you do not need 

to specify the –use_pim option. If you want to use only some of the PIMs in the PIMs directory, 

do not run the standard Modular Design flow. Instead, see “Running the Sequential Modular 

Design Flows”. 

3. Map the logic of the full design as follows:

map design_name.ngd

No modular design specific command line options are required, because all of the 
modular design information is encoded in the input NGD file. MAP uses the NCD and 
NGM files from each of the module directories inside the PIMs directory to accurately 
recreate the module logic.
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4. Place and route the logic of the full design as follows:

par -w design_name.ncd design_name_routed.ncd

No modular design specific command line options are required, because all the 
modular design information is encoded in the input NCD file. PAR uses the NCD file 
from each of the module directories inside the PIMs directory to accurately 
reimplement the module logic.

5. Run TRACE on the implemented design to check the timing report (TWR or TWX file) 
for timing issues. Verify that your top-level timing constraints are met.

trce design_name_routed.ncd

Note: By default, a summary report is generated. You can also choose to generate an error or 

verbose report. See Chapter 14, “TRACE” for details.

6. If desired, simulate the design by creating a netlist that can be simulated using NetGen 
or a third-party simulator. For more information see the next section, “Simulating an 
Active Module”.

Simulating an Active Module

In addition to simulating the final design, you can simulate the active module 
(design_name.ncd) after running MAP or PAR. Following are the two simulation methods 
available during the Active Module Implementation phase. Each has its advantages and 
disadvantages.

• Simulation with the top-level design as context

With this method, you back-annotate and completely simulate the top-level design.

♦ Advantage: The logic in the top-level design is included in the simulation.

♦ Disadvantage: Inactive modules are undefined and signals connected to module 
ports are left dangling. As a result, you must probe and stimulate these signals to 
obtain meaningful simulation results.

Note: If you use VHDL, internal signals cannot be driven from the testbench, but some 

simulation tools allow access to these signals through a GUI or command line tool.

• Independent module simulation

With this method, you simulate the module independent of the design context. The 
simulation netlist contains only module-level logic and ports and can be instantiated 
in a testbench that exercises just the module.

♦ Advantage: You can see exactly how the module behaves, independent of the top-
level design. You do not need to provide stimuli for dangling signals as you do 
when simulating with the top-level design as context. In addition, you can use 
module-level testbench files with the resulting timing simulation netlist.

♦ Disadvantage: Because port loads and drivers are unknown, you must ignore 
delay and timing values of module ports until you can perform a complete design 
simulation. In addition, all ports and internal signal names appear in the back-
annotated netlist in terms of the top-level netlist. The ports are named after the 
top-level signals to which they connect, and the internal signals are preceded with 
the instance name.
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Running Simulation with Top-Level Design as Context

This section describes running simulation using the NetGen program. For additional 
information on using NetGen, see Chapter 24, “NetGen”.

To run this type of simulation, do the following:

• Run NetGen as follows:

netgen -sim -ofmt [verilog or vhdl] design_name.ncd

Note: Using an NGM file is optional but recommended. It provides valuable information, such 

as a record of the design hierarchy including internal signal and instance names, that may not be 

preserved in the NCD file.

• Use a simulator to simulate the netlist.

Running Independent Module Simulation

To run this type of simulation, do the following:

• Run NetGen as follows:

netgen -sim -ofmt [verilog or vhdl]-module design_name.ncd

• Use a simulator to simulate the netlist.

Running the Sequential Modular Design Flows

If you are comfortable running the standard Modular Design flow, you can also run this 
flow “sequentially.” This means taking information generated from previous module 
implementations and using it to improve other module implementations and your final 
design. The two sequential flows (Partial Design Assembly and Sequential Guide) and 
their advantages are described in the following sections.

Running the Partial Design Assembly Flow

This Modular Design flow allows the team leader to run the Final Assembly phase with 
only some of the PIMs published. This allows checking a partially assembled design for 
timing problems before all modules are completed. You can analyze the timing budget for 
the following:

• Nets that connect implemented and unimplemented modules

• Nets that connect the implemented modules to one another
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The Initial Budgeting and Active Module Implementation phases are the same as in the 
standard flow. The Final Assembly phase differs slightly, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 4-8: Final Assembly Phase for Partial Design Assembly Flow
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Run the Partial Design Assembly flow as follows:

1. Enter a design using the guidelines described in “Entering the Design”.

2. Synthesize your HDL files as described in the documentation for your synthesis tool. 
You must create a separate netlist file for each of the modules as well as the top-level 
design. For guidelines, see “Synthesizing Designs”.

Note: For modules, disable settings that insert I/O pads. 

3. Run Initial Budgeting for your design as described in “Running Initial Budgeting”.

4. Implement and publish the appropriate modules as described in “Implementing an 
Active Module”.

5. Change directories to the top-level design directory in your “implementation” 
directory to begin the Final Assembly phase.

6. To incorporate the logic for the specified modules into the top-level design, run 
NGDBuild as follows.

ngdbuild -u -modular assemble -pimpath pim_directory_path -use_pim 
module_name1 -use_pim module_name2... design_name

The –u option instructs NGDBuild to ignore the modules that are missing from the 
PIMs directory. See “–u (Allow Unexpanded Blocks)” and “–modular assemble 
(Module Assembly)” in Chapter 8 for information on the NGDBuild options.

Note: Use the –use_pim option to specify only the modules that were published to the PIMs 

directory. You must use the same naming conventions used during the Active Module 

Implementation phase, including the proper capitalization.

7. Map the logic of the partially implemented design as follows:

map design_name.ngd

Note: MAP does not trim port nets associated with unimplemented modules. The MAP report 

(MRP file) lists each unimplemented module and its associated untrimmed logic.

8. Place and route the logic of the partially implemented design as follows:

par -w design_name.ncd design_name_routed.ncd

9. Run TRACE on the implemented design to check the timing report (TWR or TWX file) 
for timing issues. Verify that your top-level timing constraints are met.

trce design_name_routed.ncd

Note: By default, a summary report is generated. You can also choose to generate an error or 

verbose report. See Chapter 14, “TRACE” for details.

Running the Sequential Guide Flow

This flow allows the team leader to implement the top-level design with both the 
previously implemented module or modules and the “active” module expanded. By 
implementing your design this way, you minimize both global resource contention issues 
and the requirement to assign all pseudo logic, because each active module is aware of the 
resources used by previously implemented modules.
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The Initial Budgeting phase is similar to that of the standard flow. The Active Module 
Implementation phase differs slightly, as shown in the following figure. In addition, the 
Final Assembly phase is not needed in this flow.

Note: The NGM and NCD files from the previously implemented modules are automatically read 

into MAP and PAR. You do not need to specify these files on the command line.

Run the Sequential Guide flow as follows:

1. Enter you design using the guidelines described in “Entering the Design”.

2. Synthesize the HDL files as described in the documentation for your synthesis tool. 
You must create a separate netlist file for each of the modules as well as the top-level 
design. For guidelines, see “Synthesizing Designs”.

Note: For modules, disable settings that insert I/O pads.

3. Run Initial Budgeting for your design as described in “Running Initial Budgeting”.

Note: You do not need to automatically position pseudo logic for the entire design, only pseudo 

logic associated with the first module. Using the Sequential Guide flow, the logic from the 

previously implemented module or modules is used rather than the pseudo logic created for the 

top-level design.

4. In your “implementation” directory, create a directory for each module to be 
implemented. These directories are different from those in the PIMs directory.

5. Implement the first module as described in “Implementing an Active Module”.

Figure 4-9: Active Module Implementation Phase for Sequential Guide Flow
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6. To implement the next module, copy the following files of the module that you are 
going to implement to the appropriate module directory in your “implementation” 
directory:

♦ Synthesized module netlist file (for example, module_name.edf or 
module_name.ngc).

♦ UCF file you created in the Initial Budgeting phase (from the top-level directory 
in the “implementation” directory). Rename this file from design_name.ucf to 
module _name.ucf.

Note: Copying the UCF file ensures that each module is implemented with a consistent set of 

timing and placement constraints. It also allows you to add module-specific constraints to the 

local copy of the UCF file as needed.

7. Change directories to the appropriate module directory.

8. Run NGDBuild as follows. During this step, the top-level design is implemented with 
both the previously implemented module or modules and the active module 
expanded.

ngdbuild -uc design_name.ucf -modular module 
-active module_name -pimpath pim_directory_path 
-use_pim module_name1 -use_pim module_name2 
top_level_directory_path\design_name.ngo

Note: Use the –use_pim option to specify only the modules that were published to the PIMs 

directory. You must specify all published modules each time you run this command. You must 

use the same naming conventions used during the Active Module Implementation phase, 

including the proper capitalization.

9. If necessary, create module level timing constraints using the Constraints Editor as 
follows:

a. Use the following command to invoke the Constraints Editor:

constraints_editor design_name.ngd

b. In the New dialog box, select the module_name.ucf file and click OK.

c. Modify the constraints.

Note: If you define an OFFSET constraint relative to a module port, a TPSYNC constraint 

is automatically created for that port net. The path from the synchronous element within the 

module to the module port is analyzed to create offset timing. Offset timing does not include 

the clock delay to the synchronous element within the module.

d. Select File → Save to save your UCF file and then close the Constraints Editor.

Refer to the Constraints Editor online help for details about commands and settings. 
Also refer to the Constraints Guide for information on constraints.

10. Annotate the constraints from the local UCF file to the module using the following 
command. The –uc option ensures that the constraints from the local UCF file are 
annotated.

ngdbuild -uc module_name.ucf -modular module -active module_name -pimpath 
pim_directory_path 
-use_pim module_name1 top_level_directory_path\design_name.ngo

11. Map the module using the following command. In this step, you are mapping the logic 
of the design with both the “active” module and the previously implemented module 
or modules expanded.

map design_name.ngd
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12. Place and route the module using the following command. In this step, you are placing 
and routing the logic of the design with both the “active” module and the previously 
implemented module or modules expanded.

par -w design_name.ncd design_name_routed.ncd

Note: The “_routed” syntax ensures that you do not overwrite your mapped design. However, 

you can use any syntax you prefer. The –w options ensures that any previous versions of 

design_name_routed.ncd are overwritten.

13. Publish the implemented module file to a centrally located PIMs directory. 

pimcreate -ncd design_name_routed.ncd pim_directory_path

This command creates the appropriate module directory inside the PIMs directory 
that you specify. It then copies the local, implemented module files, including the 
NGO, NGM and NCD files, to the module directory inside the PIMs directory and 
renames the NCD and NGM files to module_name.ncd and module_name.ngm.

14. Repeat steps 6 through 13 for each succeeding module.

There is no need to run Modular Design in Final Assembly phase. When you place and 
route your last module, your resulting NCD file is your final design file.

Note: If any of the constraints you alter affect your previously implemented modules, you must re-

implement the previously implemented modules and also your active module. To do this, start with 

step 5 of this procedure. If your constraints only affect your active module, you do not need to re-

implement your previously implemented modules.

Modular Design Tips

Following are tips for working with Modular Design. For additional help, use the 
resources at http://www.xilinx.com/support.

Constraints

The following constraints are used to implement a Modular Design. You can use these 
constraints to improve your Modular Design results. For more information, see the 
Constraints Guide.

• AREA_GROUP

• COMPGRP

• FROM-TO

• LOC (on module ports using PIN statements)

• NET TPSYNC

• OFFSET (on module ports through TPSYNC groups)

• PERIOD

• PIN

• RESERVED_SITES

Note: This constraint is not supported for TBUFs, slices, multipliers, block RAMs, or CLBs.

• ROUTE

• TIG

Note: Many of these constraints are automatically generated by the Floorplanner when sizing or 

positioning modular regions or positioning module ports. Other constraints are automatically 

generated by the Floorplanner, PACE, and the Constraints Editor GUIs when constraining a design. 

In general it is not necessary to manually add them to your design.
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Partial Reconfigurability and AREA_GROUP Constraint Attributes

Partial Reconfigurability, as described in Chapter 5, “Partial Reconfiguration”, is a form of 
Modular Design used for generating designs that can be actively reconfigured on a device 
while it is running. The following constraints need to be manually inserted into the top-
level design UCF to enable this functionality. Their use is not required for strict Modular 
Design. All of these are supported as optional ‘attributes’ or subfields of the 
AREA_GROUP constraint:

♦ MODE=RECONFIG

Module-based Partial Reconfiguration, as described in Chapter 5, “Partial 
Reconfiguration,” is a form of Modular Design used to generate designs that can 
be actively reconfigured on a device while it is running. The MODE=RECONFIG 
attribute must be manually inserted into the top-level design UCF to enable this 
functionality. Its use is not required for strict Modular Design. The use of this 
attribute implies the following for the AREA_GROUP it is applied to:

- Its area should be extended to include all device resources that are part of the 
same configuration frames.

- Its internal routing should not consume device resources that lie outside of 
the boundary in the defined region.

- The mapper should generate local constant signals for the AREA_GROUP. If 
this attribute is not specified, global constant signals are generated during 
finally assembly.

The format for this constraint follows:

AREA_GROUP module_name MODE=RECONFIG

Note: The MODE=RECONFIG attribute sets the ROUTE_AREA, RECONIFIG_MODE, and 

DISALLOW_BOUNDARY_CROSSING attributes correctly, so specifying each of these attributes 

explicitly is not necessary.

Types of Modular Design Errors during Partial Reconfigurability

The following consists of the types of routing or other errors that can occur during 
Modular Design:

• Route areas for reconfigurable regions overlap. 

• Route areas for reconfigurable regions are non-contiguous. 

• Route areas for module designs targeted to the same reconfigurable region are of 
different size. 

• Routes are incomplete inside of a route area for a module design. 

• Connections between the clock_iob, global clock buffer, and DCM/DLL use non clock 
structures. 

• Nets have loads in multiple route areas. 

• TBUF bus macro are misaligned with respect to the route areas. 

Note: All top-level TBUFs must be located with the LOC constraint to a TBUF site during the Initial 

Budgeting phase. This is necessary to avoid contention between the 3-state signals. For additional 

information on this topic, please refer to Answer Record #12437 at http://www.xilinx.com/support.

• ROUTE_AREAs are defined on a slice boundary, when it should be defined on a CLB 
(tile) boundary. The RANGEs for an AREA_GROUP as defined in the PCF file can be 
different than the RANGEs for the ROUTE_AREA placed on the 
NC_ACTIVEMODULE object during mapping. This results in the placement are 
differing from the routing area, which could make completion of routing impossible.
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Propagation of Constraints during Modular Design

When assembling PIMs, whether for a partial or standard design, or when running the 
Sequential Guide flow, the implementation tools generally guide and implement each 
module identically to its individual module implementation. However, conflicts may 
occur that cause PAR to reroute the initial routing. If a PIM that originally met timing fails 
to meet timing in the assembled design, this indicates that this particular type of conflict 
and rerouting occurred. Properly constraining the paths within the modules during final 
assembly ensures that any rerouting is done correctly. These constraints need to be stored 
in the top-level UCF rather than NCF since NGDBuild discards module constraints from 
the NCF file in a PIM. Following are some general guidelines:

• Remove constraints on module ports before the Final Assembly phase.

For example, remove any PIN LOC, TPSYNC/FROM-TO, or TPSYNC/OFFSET 
constraints on module ports. When the module is used as a PIM, the tools may 
improperly constrain or over constrain the design.

• Place OFFSET constraints on module ports relative to the actual clock pad net, not to 
the module clock port.

Note: This is a current limitation with Modular Design.

• Before assembling modules or using a PIM for the Sequential Guide flow, copy the 
relevant constraints from the module’s UCF file to the top-level UCF file.

Copy only those constraints that apply to paths completely contained within the 
module. This ensures that all relevant constraints are considered during routing. 
Following are examples of constraints you should copy:

♦ FROM-TO specifications (and associated TNM, TNM_NET, and TIMEGROUP 
definitions) for which both endpoints are within the module

♦ PERIOD specifications (and associated TNM, TNM_NET, and TIMEGROUP 
definitions) for clocks that are used only within the module

Note: A PERIOD specification on a top-level clock controls paths inside any PIM that is 

clocked by that signal, so it is not necessary to replicate the specification.

♦ TIG directives on nets or pins within the module, provided that the TIG is global 
(that is, it has no value) or applies to a specification (TSid) that has also been 
copied

Note: You can enter global and top-level constraints with the synthesis tools, but most module-

specific constraints must be entered manually or using the Constraints Editor or Floorplanner. See 

the online help available from each of these GUIs for more information.

Design Size and Performance

To take full advantage of Modular Design, use this design flow with large designs that 
have been created with Modular Design in mind. When working with very large designs 
the issues of memory usage, run time, and sheer complexity often make implementation 
difficult. Because Modular Design allows multiple designers to work in parallel and make 
changes to previously implemented modules in an assembled design, overall efficiency is 
improved when compared with implementing a large, flat design. These advantages 
include reduced run time overall and efficient use of resources.

Note: Modular Design can be used on small designs to learn Modular Design techniques, but many 

of the steps may be burdensome and complex for a small design.
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MAP Report

After the Active Module Implementation and Final Assembly phases, review the following 
sections of the MAP report (MRP file) to help improve your area groups in the top-level 
floorplan:

• Modular Design Summary

You can use this section to help you do the following: determine which components of 
your design are part of a module, distinguish whether you are running a partial or full 
Modular Design Assembly, and verify your design.

• Guide Report

If you mapped your design using a guide file, you can use this section to find out the 
guide mode used (EXACT or LEVERAGE) and the percentage of objects that were 
successfully guided.

• Area Group Summary

You can use this section to find out the results for each area group. MAP uses area 
groups to specify a group of logical blocks that are packed into separate physical areas.

Note: If you want to debug NOMERGE errors and warnings after the Active Module Implementation 

phase, set the XIL_MAP_LISTPORTNETS environment variable. When you set this environment 

variable, the Modular Design Summary section of the MRP report includes a list of the port nets for 

the active modules.

PAR Reports

After the Final Assembly phase, review the “Guide Summary Report” section of the PAR 
report file (design_name.par). This section provides a summary of how many components 
and signals in the design were guided by the files in the PIMs directory.

For a more detailed report, review the Guide Reporting file (design_name.grf). This file 
includes the same “Guide Summary Report” section as the PAR file and also includes a 
“Detail Report” section. The “Detail Report” section contains a section for each PIM guide 
file. Each of these sections contains the following information about the components and 
signals that PAR guided or attempted to guide in the final design:

• Guided comps located in the guided site

This section lists the components that were matched and guided from the PIM to the 
final design. It also lists the component’s location on the chip.

• Guided comps unable to be located in the guided site

This section lists the components that were matched but could not be guided in the 
final design based on their location in the PIM. It also lists the component’s location on 
the chip.

• Components in the Guide File that did not match Placement

This section lists the components in the PIM that could not be matched in the final 
design.

• Signals in the Guide File that did not match

This section lists the signals in the PIM that could not be matched in the final design.
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XFLOW Automation of Modular Design

You can use Xilinx’s XFLOW command line tool to automate the Modular Design flow. See 
Chapter 25, “XFLOW” for general information on this tool. For information on the flow 
types specific to Modular Design, see the following sections:

• “–initial (Initial Budgeting of Modular Design)”

• “–module (Active Module Implementation)”

• “–assemble (Module Assembly)”

Modular Design Troubleshooting

Following are troubleshooting tips for working with Modular Design. For additional 
troubleshooting help, use the resources at http://www.xilinx.com/support.

Multiple Output Ports MAP Error

If you include a signal in a module that drives more than one output port, the tools attempt 
to replicate this signal, and its driving logic such that distinct identical signals are used for 
each output port. This replication is needed to maintain the permanence of the defined 
module boundary against signal collapse. This type of replication can be noted by 
Warnings in the MAP report file. If this automatic replication is unacceptable for your 
design, then you should manually address this problem in your HDL code for the module.

Part Type Specification

If you are targeting a part different from the one specified in your source design, you must 
specify the exact same part type using the -p option every time you run NGDBuild. The 
syntax for the –p option is described in “–p (Part Number)” in Chapter 1. Failure to adhere 
to this generates modules with different part types that cannot be assembled into a final 
design.

Constraints Not Working in Active Module Implementation

If it appears that a constraint is not being processed, make sure there are not multiple 
versions of the same constraint defined in the NCF or UCF file. In most cases, if a constraint 
is defined multiple times, the last definition of the constraint overwrites any previous 
definitions. To specify more than one value for a particular constraint, list all the values on 
the same line.

Following are examples of correct and incorrect syntax:

• Correct

The following syntax reserves both site “PAD43” and site “PAD21” for the module 
named “A”:

MODULE A RESERVED_SITES = “PAD43, PAD21”;

• Incorrect

In the following syntax, the second RESERVED_SITE constraint overwrites the first, 
and the site “PAD43” is not reserved:

MODULE A RESERVED_SITES = “PAD43”;

MODULE A RESERVED_SITES = “PAD21”;
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Resource Contention or Timing Constraints Not Met in Final Assembly

Resource contention among modules can occur due to module use of global logic or 
routing resources. Also, even if each module meets its timing constraints, the overall 
design may not meet its timing constraints due to additive delays. If either of these 
conditions occur, reimplement one or more modules as described in “Implementing an 
Active Module” before proceeding to the Final Assembly phase.

Note: Although it is possible to use tools during the Final Assembly phase to directly manipulate 

resources contained in a module, this is not recommended, because it renders published module 

information invalid for future iterations.

Vendor Specific Notes for Synthesis

Use the following procedures for your particular synthesis tool. If your tool is not listed, 
refer to your tool’s user documentation.

Synplify/Synplify Pro

Use the following procedures if you are synthesizing with Synplify:

Creating a Netlist for Each Module (Synplify)

Each design project creates one netlist. To create a netlist for each module, do the 
following:

• Create a project for the top-level design and for each lower-level module.

• Synthesize the top-level project with I/O insertion and the 
lower-level modules without I/O insertion.

Disabling I/O Insertion for a Module (Synplify)

To disable I/O insertion for a module, do the following:

• Select Target → Set Device Options.

• In the Set Device Options dialog box, select Disable I/O Insertion.

Disabling I/O Insertion for a Module (Synplify Pro)

To disable I/O insertion for a module, do the following:

• Select Impl Options

• In the Options for Implementation dialog box, select the box next to Disable I/O 
insertions in the Device Mapping Option portion of the dialog box.

Instantiating Primitives (Synplify and Synplify Pro)

For both VHDL and Verilog, you do not need to declare modules when calling primitives 
and mapping ports. Synplify provides Virtex primitives in the following areas:

• VHDL: “library architecture” located in $SYNPLICITY/lib/xilinx

• Verilog: and “architecture.v” located in $SYNPLICITY/lib/xilinx
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LeonardoSpectrum

Use the following procedures if you are synthesizing with LeonardoSpectrum.

Creating a Netlist for Each Module (LeonardoSpectrum)

To create a netlist for each module, you can create multiple netlists from a single project 
using the GUI or using a script.

Following is a script example for a VHDL design:

set part v50ecs144
load_library xcve
read ./top.vhd
optimize -target xcve -hier preserve
present_design .work.top.modular
auto_write -format edf top.edf
read ./module_a.vhd
read ./module_b.vhd
read ./module_c.vhd
optimize -target xcve -hier preserve
present_design .work.module_a.modular
auto_write -format edf module_a.edf
present_design .work.module_b.modular
auto_write -format edf module_b.edf
present_design .work.module_c.modular
auto_write -format edf module_c.edf

Following is a script example for a Verilog design:

set part v50ecs144
load_library xcve
read ./module_a.v
read ./module_b.v
read ./module_c.v
read ./top.v
optimize -target xcve -hier preserve
present_design .work.module_a.INTERFACE
auto_write -format edf module_a.edf
present_design .work.module_b.INTERFACE
auto_write -format edf module_b.edf
present_design .work.module_c.INTERFACE
auto_write -format edf module_c.edf
NOOPT .work.module_a.INTERFACE
NOOPT .work.module_b.INTERFACE
NOOPT .work.module_c.INTERFACE
present_design .work.top.INTERFACE
auto_write -format edf top.edf

Disabling I/O Insertion for a Module (LeonardoSpectrum)

To disable I/O insertion for a module, do the following:

• Select the Quick Setup tab.

• Make sure the Insert I/O Pads checkbox is deselected.
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Instantiating Primitives (LeonardoSpectrum)

Instantiating primitives differs based on whether you use VHDL or Verilog.

• VHDL: You must declare all instantiated components in the code.

• Verilog: You do not need to declare modules in the code.

XST

Creating a Netlist for Each Module (XST)

Use the Incremental Synthesis feature to synthesize each design module individually 
within a project. To create a netlist for each module, do the following:

1. In the Project Navigator, select your module design in the Source window.

2. Select Synthesize in the Process window.

3. Select Process→Properties.

4. Export the design to produce a separate NGC file for each module.

Disabling I/O Insertion for a Module (XST)

To disable I/O insertion for a module, do the following:

1. In the Xilinx Project Navigator, select your module design in the Source window.

2. Select Synthesize in the Process window.

3. Select Process→Properties.

4. In the Xilinx Specific Options tab of the Process Properties dialog box, make sure the 
Add I/O Buffers checkbox is deselected.

Instantiating Primitives (XST)

XST instantiates primitives automatically.

HDL Code Examples

Following are code examples for your reference.

Top-Level Design

The top-level design should include all global logic, all design modules, and the logic that 
connects modules to each other and to 
I/O ports. Each module should be instantiated as a “black box,” with only ports and port 
directions. For general coding guidelines, see “General Coding Guidelines”.
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VHDL Example: Top-Level Design

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;

entity top is port (ipad_dll_clk_in: in std_logic;
dll_rst : in std_logic;
top2a_c: in std_logic;
top2b: in std_logic;
obuft_out: out std_logic;
mod_c_out: out std_logic;
moda_clk_pad: in std_logic;
moda_data: in std_logic;
moda_out: out std_logic;
modb_clk_pad: in std_logic;
modb_data: in std_logic;
modb_out: out std_logic;
modc_clk_pad: in std_logic;
modc_data: in std_logic;
modc_out: out std_logic

) ;
end top;

architecture modular of top is

signal dll_clk_in : std_logic;
signal clk_top : std_logic;
signal dll_clk_out: std_logic;
signal a2top_obuft_i: std_logic;
signal a2c: std_logic;
signal a2b: std_logic;
signal b2top_obuft_t: std_logic;
signal b2c: std_logic;
signal b2a: std_logic;
signal c2and2: std_logic;
signal c2a: std_logic;
signal a_and_c: std_logic;
signal moda_clk: std_logic;
signal modb_clk: std_logic;
signal modc_clk: std_logic;

component IBUFG is port
( I : in std_logic; 
O : out std_logic);
end component;

component CLKDLL is port (
CLKIN : in std_logic;
CLKFB : in std_logic;
RST : in std_logic;
CLK0 : out std_logic;
CLK90 : out std_logic;
CLK180 : out std_logic;
CLK270 : out std_logic;
CLKDV : out std_logic;
CLK2X : out std_logic;
LOCKED : out std_logic);
end component;
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component BUFG is port
I : in std_logic;
O : out std_logic);
end component;

component BUFGP
port (
I : in std_logic;
O : out std_logic);
end component;

-- Declare modules at top-level to get port directionality
component module_a is port( CLK_TOP: in std_logic;

B2A_IN: in std_logic;
TOP2A_IN: in std_logic;
C2A_IN: in std_logic;
MODA_DATA : in std_logic;
MODA_CLK : in std_logic;
A2B_OUT: out std_logic;
A2TOP_OBUFT_I_OUT: out std_logic;
A2c_ouT: out std_logic;
MODA_OUT : out std_logic

);
end component;

component module_b is port( CLK_TOP: in std_logic;
A2B_IN: in std_logic;
TOP2B_IN: in std_logic;
A_AND_C_IN: in std_logic;
MODB_DATA: in std_logic;
MODB_CLK: in std_logic;
MODB_OUT : out std_logic;
B2A_OUT: out std_logic;
B2TOP_OBUFT_T_OUT: out std_logic;
B2C_OUT: out std_logic);

end component;

component module_c is port( CLK_TOP: in std_logic;
B2C_IN: in std_logic;
TOP2A_C_IN: in std_logic;
A2C_IN: in std_logic;
MODC_DATA: in std_logic;
MODC_CLK: in std_logic;
MODC_OUT: out std_logic;
C2A_OUT: out std_logic;
C2TOP_OUT: out std_logic;
C2AND2_OUT: out std_logic);

end component;
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begin
ibuf_dll: IBUFG port map(I =>ipad_dll_clk_in,

O => dll_clk_in);
dll_1: CLKDLL port map(CLKIN => dll_clk_in,

CLKFB => clk_top,
CLK0 => dll_clk_out,
RST => dll_rst);

globalclk: BUFG port map(O => clk_top,
I => dll_clk_out);

bufg_moda : BUFGP port map (O => moda_clk,
I => moda_clk_pad);

bufg_modb : BUFGP port map (O => modb_clk,
I => modb_clk_pad);

bufg_modc : BUFGP port map ( O => modc_clk,
I => modc_clk_pad);

-- A simple piece of external logic at top level
a_and_c <= c2and2 and b2a;
-- Tri-state output
obuft_out <= a2top_obuft_i when b2top_obuft_t = ’0’ else ’Z’;
instance_a: module_a port map (CLK_TOP =>clk_top,

TOP2A_IN =>top2a_c,
C2A_IN =>c2a,
B2A_IN => b2a,
MODA_DATA => moda_data,
MODA_CLK => moda_clk,
MODA_OUT => moda_out,
A2B_OUT => a2b,
A2TOP_OBUFT_I_OUT => a2top_obuft_i,
A2C_OUT => a2c) ;

instance_b: module_b port map ( CLK_TOP => clk_top,
TOP2B_IN => top2b,
A2B_IN => a2b,
A_AND_C_IN => a_and_c,
MODB_DATA => modb_data,
MODB_CLK => modb_clk,
MODB_OUT => modb_out,
B2TOP_OBUFT_T_OUT => b2top_obuft_t,
B2C_OUT => b2c,
B2A_OUT => b2a);

instance_c: module_c port map ( CLK_TOP => clk_top,
TOP2A_C_IN => top2a_c,
B2C_IN => b2c,
A2C_IN => a2c,
MODC_DATA => modc_data,
MODC_CLK => modc_clk,
MODC_OUT => modc_out,
C2TOP_OUT => mod_c_out,
C2AND2_OUT => c2and2,
C2A_OUT => c2a);

end modular;
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Verilog Example: Top-Level Design

module top (ipad_dll_clk_in, dll_rst, top2a_c, top2b, obuft_out,
mod_c_out, moda_data, moda_clk_pad, moda_out, modb_data,
modb_clk_pad, modb_out, modc_data, modc_clk_pad, modc_out) ;
input ipad_dll_clk_in;
input dll_rst;
input top2a_c;
input top2b;
output obuft_out;
output mod_c_out;
input moda_data;
input moda_clk_pad;
output moda_out;
input modb_data;
input modb_clk_pad;
output modb_out;
input modc_data;
input modc_clk_pad;
output modc_out;

//wire ipad_dll_clk_out;
wire clk_top;
wire dll_clk_out;
wire a2top_obuft_i;
wire a2c;
wire a2b;
wire b2top_obuft_t;
wire b2c;
wire b2a;
wire c2and2;
wire c2a;
wire a_and_c;
wire moda_clk;
wire modb_clk;
wire modc_clk;

IBUFG ibuf_dll (.I(ipad_dll_clk_in),
.O(dll_clk_in));

CLKDLL dll_1 (.CLKIN(dll_clk_in),
.CLKFB(clk_top),
.CLK0(dll_clk_out),
.RST(dll_rst));

BUFG globalclk (.O(clk_top),
.I(dll_clk_out));

BUFGP bufg_moda (.O(moda_clk),
.I(moda_clk_pad));

BUFGP bufg_modb (.O(modb_clk),
.I(modb_clk_pad));

BUFGP bufg_modc (.O(modc_clk),
.I(modc_clk_pad));
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// A simple piece of external logic at top level
assign a_and_c = c2and2 && b2a;
// Tri-state output
assign obuft_out = (!b2top_obuft_t) ? a2top_obuft_i : 1’bz;

module_a instance_a (.CLK_TOP(clk_top),
.B2A_IN(b2a),
.TOP2A_IN(top2a_c),
.C2A_IN(c2a),
.MODA_DATA(moda_data),
.MODA_CLK (moda_clk),
.MODA_OUT (moda_out),
.A2B_OUT(a2b),
.A2TOP_OBUFT_I_OUT(a2top_obuft_i),
.A2C_OUT(a2c)) ;

module_b instance_b ( .CLK_TOP(clk_top),
.TOP2B_IN(top2b),
.A2B_IN(a2b),
.A_AND_C_IN(a_and_c),
.MODB_DATA(modb_data),
.MODB_CLK(modb_clk),
.MODB_OUT(modb_out),
.B2TOP_OBUFT_T_OUT(b2top_obuft_t),
.B2C_OUT(b2c),
.B2A_OUT(b2a));

module_c instance_c ( .CLK_TOP(clk_top),
.TOP2A_C_IN(top2a_c),
.B2C_IN(b2c),
.A2C_IN(a2c),
.MODC_DATA(modc_data),
.MODC_CLK(modc_clk),
.MODC_OUT(modc_out),
.C2TOP_OUT(mod_c_out),
.C2AND2_OUT(c2and2),
.C2A_OUT(c2a));

endmodule

// Declare modules at top-level to get port directionality
module module_a ( CLK_TOP, B2A_IN, TOP2A_IN, C2A_IN, MODA_DATA,
MODA_CLK, MODA_OUT, A2B_OUT, A2TOP_OBUFT_I_OUT, A2C_OUT) ;
input CLK_TOP ;
input B2A_IN ;
input TOP2A_IN ;
input C2A_IN ;
input MODA_DATA;
input MODA_CLK;
output MODA_OUT;
output A2B_OUT ;
output A2TOP_OBUFT_I_OUT ;
output A2C_OUT ;

endmodule
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module module_b ( CLK_TOP, A2B_IN, TOP2B_IN, A_AND_C_IN, MODB_DATA,
MODB_CLK, MODB_OUT, B2A_OUT, B2TOP_OBUFT_T_OUT, B2C_OUT) ;
input CLK_TOP ;
input A2B_IN ;
input TOP2B_IN ;
input A_AND_C_IN ;
input MODB_DATA;
input MODB_CLK;
output MODB_OUT;
output B2A_OUT ;
output B2TOP_OBUFT_T_OUT ;
output B2C_OUT ;

endmodule

module module_c ( CLK_TOP, B2C_IN, TOP2A_C_IN, A2C_IN, MODC_DATA,
MODC_CLK, MODC_OUT, C2A_OUT, C2TOP_OUT, C2AND2_OUT) ;
input CLK_TOP ;
input B2C_IN ;
input TOP2A_C_IN ;
input A2C_IN ;
input MODC_DATA;
input MODC_CLK;
output MODC_OUT;
output C2A_OUT ;
output C2TOP_OUT ;
output C2AND2_OUT ;

endmodule

External I/Os in a Module

It is recommended that you declare external I/Os in the top-level design. However, you 
can include external I/Os in a module without modifying the top-level code. This may be 
useful if you want to add a temporary external I/O in the module for simulation. To do 
this, explicitly instantiate IBUF/IBUFG/BUFGP and OBUF connections. Following are 
examples of code.

Note: Do not directly connect these I/Os to module ports.

VHDL Example: Module Design with Inserted I/Os

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity module_a is port ( CLK_TOP : in std_logic;

B2A_IN: in std_logic;
TOP2A_IN: in std_logic;
C2A_IN: in std_logic;
MODA_DATA : in std_logic;
MODA_CLK : in std_logic;
MODA_OUT : out std_logic;
A2B_OUT: out std_logic;
A2TOP_OBUFT_I_OUT: out std_logic;
A2C_OUT: out std_logic) ;

end module_a;
architecture modular of module_a is
-- add your signal declarations here
signal Q0_OUT, Q1_OUT, Q2_OUT, Q3_OUT : std_logic;
signal AND4_OUT: std_logic ;
signal OR4_OUT : std_logic;
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begin
AND4_OUT <= Q0_OUT and Q1_OUT and Q2_OUT and Q3_OUT ;
OR4_OUT <= Q0_OUT or Q1_OUT or Q2_OUT or Q3_OUT ;
TOP_CLK: process(CLK_TOP)
begin
if (CLK_TOP’event and CLK_TOP = ’1’) then
Q0_OUT <= MODA_DATA ;
Q2_OUT <= TOP2A_IN ;
MODA_OUT <= OR4_OUT ;
A2B_OUT <= AND4_OUT ;

end if;
end process TOP_CLK;
CLK_MODA: process(MODA_CLK)
begin
if (MODA_CLK’event and MODA_CLK = ’1’) then
Q1_OUT <= B2A_IN ;
Q3_OUT <= C2A_IN ;
A2TOP_OBUFT_I_OUT <= AND4_OUT ;
A2C_OUT <= OR4_OUT ;

end if;
end process CLK_MODA;
end modular;

Verilog Example: Module Design with Inserted I/Os

In the following example, the module has two external inputs (IPAD_MODA_CLK and 
IPAD_MODA_DATA) and one external output (OPAD_MODA_OUT). These external 
I/Os, IBUF, OBUF, and BUFGP are instantiated.

The lower-level port declaration is different from the top-level declaration of module_a. 
Lower-level module_a has three additional ports. With Modular Design, NGDBuild 
ignores this port mismatch and uses module_a.edf to describe module_a. These 
I/Os will be present in the design and available for simulation.

module module_a ( CLK_TOP, B2A_IN, TOP2A_IN, C2A_IN, MODA_DATA,
MODA_CLK, MODA_OUT, A2B_OUT, A2TOP_OBUFT_I_OUT, A2C_OUT);
input CLK_TOP ;
input B2A_IN ;
input TOP2A_IN ;
input C2A_IN ;
input MODA_DATA, MODA_CLK;
output MODA_OUT;
output A2B_OUT ;
output A2TOP_OBUFT_I_OUT ;
output A2C_OUT ;
// add your declarations here
reg Q0_OUT, Q1_OUT, Q2_OUT, Q3_OUT ;
reg A2B_OUT, A2TOP_OBUFT_I_OUT, A2C_OUT ;
reg MODA_OUT;
wire AND4_OUT ;
wire OR4_OUT ;
// add your code here
assign AND4_OUT = Q0_OUT && Q1_OUT && Q2_OUT && Q3_OUT ;
assign OR4_OUT = Q0_OUT || Q1_OUT || Q2_OUT || Q3_OUT ;
always @ (posedge CLK_TOP)
begin : TOP_CLK
Q0_OUT <= MODA_DATA ;
Q2_OUT <= TOP2A_IN ;
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MODA_OUT <= OR4_OUT ;
A2B_OUT <= AND4_OUT ;

end
always @ (posedge MODA_CLK)
begin : CLK_MODA
Q1_OUT <= B2A_IN ;
Q3_OUT <= C2A_IN ;

A2TOP_OBUFT_I_OUT <= AND4_OUT ;
A2C_OUT <= OR4_OUT ;

end
endmodule
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Chapter 5

Partial Reconfiguration

Partial Reconfiguration is compatible with the following device families:

• Virtex™, Virtex™-E

• Virtex™-II

• Virtex™-II Pro/X

• Virtex™-4 /FX/LX/SX

• Spartan™-II, Spartan™-IIE

• Spartan™-3, Spartan™-3E, Spartan™-3L

This chapter includes an overview of Active Partial Reconfiguration (simplified to “Partial 
Reconfiguration”) and describes how to run the Partial Reconfiguration flow. It contains 
the following sections:

• “Partial Reconfiguration Overview”

• “Module-Based Partial Reconfiguration”

• “Difference-Based Partial Reconfiguration”

• “Using Bitstreams and Programming the FPGA”

• “Special UCF Constraints for Partial Reconfiguration”

• “Clock Template”

• “Checklist for Top-Level HDL Design”

• “Saving Block RAM (BRAM) Contents with SaveData”

• “Exit FPGA Editor.”

• “Static Partial Reconfiguration”

Note: For information on Module-Based Partial Reconfiguration using SLICE Bus Macros, refer to 

Xilinx Application Note XAPP903 at http://www.xilinx.com/support.

Partial Reconfiguration Overview

An important feature in Xilinx architecture is the ability to reconfigure a portion of an 
FPGA while the remainder of the design is still operational. Certain areas of a device can be 
reconfigured while other areas remain operational and unaffected by reprogramming. 
Partial Reconfiguration is done when the device is active. 
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Styles of Partial Reconfiguration

There are two main styles of Partial Reconfiguration: Module-based and Difference-based.

Module-Based

Module-based Partial Reconfiguration is used when communication is needed between 
modules. For modules that communicate with each other, a special bus macro (described 
in “Bus Macro Communication”) allows signals to cross over a Partial Reconfiguration 
boundary. Without this special consideration, intermodule communication would not be 
feasible as it is impossible to guarantee routing between modules. The bus macro provides 
a fixed bus of inter-design communication. Each time Partial Reconfiguration is performed, 
the bus macro is used to establish unchanging routing channels between modules, 
guaranteeing correct connections.

The “Module-Based Partial Reconfiguration” flow is used for these designs.

Note: For designs where the modules are completely independent (no common I/O except clocks) 

and there is no communication between modules, bus macros are not needed.

Difference-Based

This method of Partial Reconfiguration is accomplished by making a small change to a 
design (normally done in FPGA_Editor), and then by generating a bitstream based on only 
the differences in the two designs. Switching the configuration of a module from one 
implementation to another is very quick, as the bitstream differences can be extremely 
smaller than the entire device bitstream. 

The “Difference-Based Partial Reconfiguration” flow is used for these designs.

Module-Based Partial Reconfiguration

The Module-based Partial Reconfiguration flow is based on the Xilinx Modular Design 
methodology. The designer should read and understand “Modular Design” in Chapter 4 
of this reference guide before proceeding.

Defining Reconfigurable Modules

Partial Reconfiguration involves defining distinct portions of an FPGA design to be 
reconfigured while the rest of the device remains in active operation. These portions are 
referred to as reconfigurable modules.

Reconfigurable modules have the following properties:

• The reconfigurable module height is always the full height of the device

• The reconfigurable module width ranges from a minimum of four slices to a 
maximum of the full-device width in four-slice increments.

• Horizontal placement must always be on a four-slice boundary; the leftmost 
placement being x = 0, 4, 8, …

• All logic resources encompassed by the width of the module are considered part of 
the reconfigurable module's bitstream frame. This includes slices, TBUFs, block 
RAMs, multipliers, IOBs, and most importantly, all routing resources.

• Clocking logic (BUFGMUX, CLKIOBs) is always separate from the reconfigurable 
module. Clocks have separate bitstream frames.
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• IOBs immediately above the top edge and below the bottom edge of a reconfigurable 
module are part of the specific reconfigurable module's resources.

• If a reconfigurable module occupies either the leftmost or rightmost slice column, all 
IOBs on the specific edge are part of the specific reconfigurable modules resources.

• To help minimize problems related to design complexity, the number of 
reconfigurable modules should be minimized (ideally, just a single reconfigurable 
module, if possible). This said, the number of slice columns divided by four is the 
only real limit to the number of defined reconfigurable module regions. 

• A reconfigurable module's boundary cannot be changed. The position and region 
occupied by any single reconfigurable module is always fixed.

• Reconfigurable modules communicate with other modules, both fixed and 
reconfigurable, by using a special bus macro (described in the “Bus Macro 
Communication” section).

• The implementation must be designed so that the static portions of the design do not 
rely on the state of the module under reconfiguration while reconfiguration is taking 
place. The implementation should ensure proper operation of the design during the 
reconfiguration process. Explicit handshaking (e.g., module ready/not-ready) logic 
may be required.

• The state of the storage elements inside the reconfigurable module are preserved 
during and after the reconfiguration process. Designs can take advantage of this fact 
to utilize "prior state" information after a new configuration is loaded. On the other 
hand, it is not possible to utilize the FPGA devices global set/reset (GSR) logic to 
independently initialize the state of the reconfigurable module. If set/reset 
initialization is required for the reconfigurable module, user-defined set/reset signals 
should be defined in the source HDL.
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A layout of a design with two modules that are reconfigurable (shaded) is shown in the 
following figure.

Creating a Design for Partial Reconfiguration

Creating a Partial Reconfiguration design requires the creation and implementation of the 
design within a set of specific guidelines. The Partial Reconfiguration flow utilizes a 
modified form of the Xilinx Modular Design process. For more details on modular design, 
see “Modular Design” in Chapter 4.

A general description of the flow is:

• Design Entry - Write and synthesize HDL code in conformance with Partial 
Reconfiguration guidelines.

• Initial Budgeting - Design the floorplan, constrain the logic, and create timing 
constraints for the top-level design and each module.

• Run Active Implementation (NGDBUILD, MAP, PAR, etc.) for:

♦ Each module of the reconfigurable module.

♦ Each configuration of a particular reconfigurable module.

• Assembly Phase Implementation:

♦ Minimum - Full design (initial power-up configuration).

♦ Recommended - Every possible combination of device configurations of fixed and 
reconfigurable modules for simulation and/or verification purposes.

• Verify design (static timing analysis, functional simulation).

Figure 5-1: Design with Reconfigurable Modules
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• Visually inspect design using FPGA Editor to ensure no unexpected routing crosses 
module boundaries. Though the software enforces this rule, it is still important to 
manually check this result.

• Create bitstream for full design (initial power-up configuration).

• Create individual (or partial) bitstreams for each reconfigurable module.

• Download the device with initial power-up configuration.

• Reprogram reconfigurable modules as needed with individual (or partial) bitstreams.

Recommended Project Directory Structure

Xilinx highly recommends the recommended project directory structure be created and 
followed. Since most designers are new to the modular design flow, such a structure 
greatly helps to organize the files created during each major phase of the design and 
implementation process. 

This information assumes a directory structure conforming to the form outlined in the 
following figure.

.

Design Entry/HDL Coding/Synthesis Process Details 

The HDL code for the design should be kept in the HDL folder of the project structure. 
Further subdirectories should be kept for the top-level design as well as each module. 
Likewise, synthesis projects and results for the top-level and each module should be kept 
in corresponding subdirectories of the Synthesis folder.

Figure 5-2: Recommended Directory Structure
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To conform to the requirements of Partial Reconfiguration, the HDL coding and synthesis 
process follows some general structural rules.

• Overall structure should be a top-level design with each functional module defined as 
a "black-box" level of hierarchy. Logic at the top level should be limited to I/Os, 
clocking logic, and the instantiations for the bus macros. There should be no other 
logic in the top-level design.

• For new users of Partial Reconfiguration, it is highly recommended to minimize the 
number of reconfigurable modules in a design. Ideally, a single reconfigurable 
module would be most easily handled. However, this is only a recommendation, not 
a limit imposed by the implementation tools.

• Each module, whether a reconfigurable module or fixed, should be a self-contained 
block of the logical hierarchy. Declaring port definitions as input or output are 
required for all module ports. 

• Bus macros are used as fixed data paths for signals going between a reconfigurable 
module and another module as shown in the following figure. The HDL code should 
ensure that any reconfigurable module signal that is used to communicate with 
another module does so only by first passing through a bus macro. There are device-
specific versions of the bus macro. Be sure to instantiate the version compatible to the 
chosen device. Each bus macro provides for 4 bits of intermodule communication. As 
many bus macros as needed must be instantiated to match the number of bits 
traversing the boundaries of the reconfigurable modules. As an example, if 
reconfigurable module A communicates via 32 bits to module B, then eight (32/4) bus 
macros will need to be instantiated to define the data paths between modules A and 
B. The details of bus macro usage are described in the “Bus Macro Communication” 
section of this chapter.

• If a signal passes through a reconfigurable module connecting the two modules on 
either side of the reconfigurable module, bus macros must be used to make that 
connection. This effectively requires creation of an intermediate signal that is defined 
in the reconfigurable module. The signal cannot be actively used during the time the 
reconfigurable module is being configured.

• For the sake of simplicity, especially for new users of Partial Reconfiguration, Xilinx 
highly recommends keeping clock design as straightforward as possible. Avoid 
designing clocks to use in one variation of a reconfigurable module, but not in others. 
Though this can be done via a clock template structure (see the “Clock Template” 
section), it is an advanced technique that those who are new to Partial 
Reconfiguration should avoid. Use of clocking logic, such as DCM, is also best 
avoided. 

Figure 5-3: Bus Macro Used for Intermodule Signals
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• All defined clocks must use dedicated global routing resources. Bitstream frames for 
global clocks are separate from those bitstream frames defining the CLBs. The Partial 
Reconfiguration flow depends on this separation to keep clocks functional during 
reconfiguration. Do not define clocks that use "local" (non-global) resources.

• Reconfigurable modules must not directly share any signals with other modules, 
except clocks. This includes resets, constants (VCC, GND), enables, etc. 

• The top-level is synthesized with I/O insertion enabled, producing a top-level netlist.

• Each module is synthesized with I/O insertion disabled, producing a module-level 
netlist for each module.

These guidelines are very similar to those specified for the Modular Design flow.

The “Modular Design” chapter of this guide has further details and examples of proper 
HDL coding styles and synthesis techniques. To help verify proper practice for the HDL 
coding and synthesis phase, consult “Checklist for Top-Level HDL Design” for a top-level 
HDL design checklist and a module HDL design checklist.

Bus Macro Communication

To facilitate communication across reconfigurable module boundaries, yet still conform to 
the Partial Reconfiguration requirement that routing resources across such boundaries be 
completely fixed and static, the use of a special bus macro is required.

In the following diagram, the left half "A" is a module and the right-half "B" is another 
module. Either A, B, or both could be partially reconfigurable. To support communication 
between modules A and B, a special bus macro is used. Partial Reconfiguration requires 
fixed routing resources for signals used as communication paths for reconfigurable 
modules. That is, the routing resources used for such intermodule signals must not change 
when a module is reconfigured. As shown in the following figure, the bus macro is a fixed 
routing bridge between the two sides, facilitating reliable communication. It is a pre-
routed hard macro used to specify the exact routing channels and will not change from 
compilation to compilation. 
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For each of the different design implementations, there is absolutely no variation in the bus 
macro routing.

Route locking is required because if any of the designs choose a different routing for the 
bus macro, it will not align properly with other designs and the communication between 
the two halves is effectively broken.

The current implementation of the bus macro uses eight 3-state buffers (TBUFs) hooked up 
in an arrangement that allows one bit of information to travel either left-to-right or right-
to-left, using one TBUF longline per bit as shown in the preceding figure. Each row of the 
device can support four bits of a bus macro. The bus macro position exactly straddles the 
dividing line between design A and B, using four columns of TBUFs on the A side, and 
four columns of TBUFs on the B side. With the Virtex-II architecture, only two columns on 
either side are used. Design A only connects to the TBUFs in the two or four columns on 
the Design A side. Likewise, Design B only connects to the TBUFs in the two or four 
columns on the Design B side. The "fixed bridge" that is pre-routed is comprised of the 
TBUF output longlines to ensure reliable communication between the two sides.

Figure 5-4: Bus Macro
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The following figure shows the physical implementation of a bus macro.

The bus macro must be physically locked in such a way as to straddle the boundary line 
between A and B, and it must be locked in exactly the same position for all compilations. 
The process of locking the bus macros to proper locations is described in the “Initial 
Budgeting Phase Details” section. The bus macro can be wired so that signals can go in 
either direction (left-to-right or right-to-left). It is strongly recommended that once 
direction is defined, it should not change for that particular FPGA design. Bus macro 
signals should neither be bidirectional nor reconfigurable.

The number of bus macro communication channels is limited by the number of horizontal 
longline routing resources available in each CLB tile. 

Implementation Using Modular Design 

As defined by the Modular Design flow, the Partial Reconfiguration Implementation 
process is broken down into three main phases:

• Initial Budgeting Phase - Creating the floorplan and constraints for the overall design.

• Active Module Phase - Implementing each module through the place and route 
process.

• Final Assembly Phase - Assembling individual modules together into a complete 
design.

Figure 5-5: Physical Implementation of Bus Macro
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Initial Budgeting Phase Details

Initial budgeting operations should be done in the top or initial folder of the recommended 
project directory structure.

The initial budgeting phase has the following main steps:

1. The floorplanning of module areas:

a. Have a four-slice minimum width.

b. Have a set width that is always a multiple of four slices (e.g., 4, 8, 12, …)

c. Are always the full height of the device.

d. Are always placed on an even four-slice boundary.

e. Attach Partial Reconfiguration flow-specific properties to the area groups in the 

.ucf file (See “Special UCF Constraints for Partial Reconfiguration”).

2. The floorplanning of all IOBs:

a. Shall be wholly contained within the "columnar space" of their associated 

reconfigurable module. No intermixing between columnar regions is allowed.

b. All IOBs must be locked down to exact sites.

3. The floorplanning of all global logic:

a. Logic that is not part of a lower level module must be constrained to specific sites 

in the device via LOC constraints. Typically the Floorplanner tool can be used to 

create these constraints. 

b. There must be no unconstrained top-level logic.

4. LOC constraints are manually inserted for each bus macro into the .ucf file (the current 

version of the Floorplanner does not support placement of bus macro elements, this 

must be done manually). Locate the bus macro to exactly straddle the boundary 

between the modules forming the communication bridge. Each bus macro will occupy 

a 1-row by 8-column section of TBUF site space. 

5. Global-level timing constraints are created for the overall design, using the Constraints 

Editor, if desired.

The output of the Initial Budgeting phase is a .ucf file containing all placement and timing 
constraints. Each module is implemented using this .ucf file, in addition to any module-
specific constraint requirements.

For Partial Reconfiguration, there is a significant difference from the standard modular 
design flow. Floorplanning in the Partial Reconfiguration flow does not involve the port-
placement process. In Partial Reconfiguration designs, all reconfigurable module inputs 
and outputs connect to either primary I/Os, global logic, or bus macros. No signals going 
to or from a reconfigurable module will load or source any element in another module 
without first passing through a bus macro. Unlike a standard modular design, a Partial 
Reconfiguration design does not have intermodule ports. In fact, if pseudo-drivers or 
pseudo-loads are found when viewing the design in the Floorplanner, the design violates 
the criteria that all intermodule signals must utilize a bus macro channel. If this occurs, re-
examine the HDL source and correct the problem.
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As with Modular Design, the product of the Initial Budgeting phase is a .ucf file describing 
all of the following:

• The area-based floorplan for each module.

• Fixed location constraints for all top-level (context) logic.

• Fixed location constraints for all bus macro instantiations. 

• Any global level timing constraints. 

This .ucf file is used during the active implementation of each module. To help verify 
proper practice during the Initial Budgeting phase, consult “Checklist for Top-Level HDL 
Design” and “Checklist for Initial Budgeting (Floorplanned and other .ucf Constraints)”.

Active Module Phase Details

Up to this point, the design has been synthesized, floorplanned, and constrained. Now 
implementation (place and route) of all modules, both fixed and partially reconfigurable, 
for the design can begin. Each module will be implemented separately, but always in the 
context of the top-level logic and constraints. Bitstreams will be generated for all 
reconfigurable modules. 

This section gives an overview of how to independently implement each module. Again, 
this process is in conformance with the flow described for Modular Design. 

1. Copy the .ucf file created during the Initial Budgeting phase (top or initial folder) to 
the Active Implementation directories for each module (Active/*). 

2. In each active module working directory, augment the local copy of the .ucf file with 
any module-level timing constraints required to specify the performance requirements 
for that module.    

3. The Constraints Editor can be used to create module-level timing constraints. Run 
ngdbuild, map, par, bitgen, and pimcreate for each module according to the 
script in the example design described in “Saving Block RAM (BRAM) Contents with 
SaveData”. This will result in a placed and routed module as well as a module-specific 
bitstream.

4. The PimCreate process "publishes" the routed design and associated files to the PIMs 
folder. This will be used during the Final Assembly phase later in the implementation 
process. 

5. Optionally, run netgen if module-level simulation is to be done. See Chapter 24, 
“NetGen” for more information.

6. Using FPGA Editor, visually inspect the routed design to verify that routing does not 
expand beyond the module boundary except, of course, for signals traversing to other 
modules via the bus macro structures. 
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The following shows a view in FPGA Editor of such a routed design.

7. Repeat steps 1 through 4 for each module in the design. To help verify proper practice 
during the Active Module implementation phase, consult “Checklist for Top-Level 
HDL Design” for more information.

Final Assembly Overview

The Final Assembly phase is the process of combining each of the individual modules back 
into a complete FPGA design. The placement and routing achieved during the Active 
Implementation phase for each module will be preserved, thereby, maintaining the 
performance of each module.

The steps of the Final Assembly phase are to be run in the Top/Assemble<n> directories 
of the recommended project directory structure. Where <n> corresponds to each possible 
combination of fixed and reconfigurable modules.

Figure 5-6: FPGA Editor Routed Design for Reconfigurable Module
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At the very minimum, at least one Final Assembly must be run (Top/Assemble<1>). The 
Partial Reconfiguration flow requires that the initial bitstream loaded into the FPGA 
device be a complete design. This is required so that all global, non-reconfigurable logic is 
placed and locked down, and that only reconfigurable portions of the design will change 
during Partial Reconfiguration. However, it is highly recommended that all module 
combinations are compiled into unique assemblies (top or assemble <1..n>). Compiling 
each possible combination allows simulation and verification that each combination 
functions as intended. Do the following:

1. Copy the .ucf file created during the initial budgeting phase (top or initial folder) to the 
final assembly directory for each full design combination (top or assemble<n>).

2. Run ngdbuild, map, par, and bitgen according to the example Final Assembly script in 
“Saving Block RAM (BRAM) Contents with SaveData”.

3. This will result in a placed and routed design as well as a full-design bitstream.   
Optionally, run netgen if simulation is to be done. See “NetGen” in Chapter 24.

4. Using FPGA Editor, visually inspect the routed design to verify that local module 
routing does not expand beyond the module boundaries except, of course, for signals 
traversing to other modules via the bus macro structures.

Repeat steps 1 through 4 for each possible combination of fixed and reconfigurable 
modules in the design. To help verify proper practice during the active module 
implementation phase, consult the “Checklist for Top-Level HDL Design” section. 
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The following figure shows a routed design after the Final Assembly phase.

Creating Module-Based Partial Reconfiguration Bitstreams

The -g ActiveReconfig:Yes option is required for Active Partial Reconfiguration, 
meaning that the device remains in full operation while the new partial bitstream is being 
downloaded. If the ActiveReconfig:Yes is not specified, or the -g 
ActiveReconfig:No is specified, then the partial bitstream contains the Shutdown and 
AGHIGH commands used to de-assert DONE. All I/Os and internal routing should be 
high impedance, and writing to registers should be disabled. The changes described in this 
chapter can be done safely with the -g ActiveReconfig option set to Yes. Additionally, 
the -g Persist:Yes switch is required when utilizing Partial Reconfiguration through 
the SelectMAP mode. This switch allows the SelectMAP pins to persist after the device is 
configured, which allows the SelectMAP interface to be used for reconfiguration.

Figure 5-7: Routed Design After Module Final Assembly
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A Partial Reconfiguration bitstream can be created with any other BitGen option, 
including the -b option (create .rbt file) or any -g options specifying configuration 
options, except for encryption. A device that has been configured with an encrypted 
bitstream cannot be partially reconfigured. Similarly, a device cannot be partially 
reconfigured with an encrypted bitstream.

At present, multiple bitstreams created for a fully assembled design require one bitstream 
(at a minimum) for the initial configuration of the device and one for every partially 
reconfigurable module variation. As an example, if Module A is reconfigurable, and four 
possible configurations for Module A are designed, bitstreams for Modules A1, A2, A3, 
and A4 need to be created. This can be done by running the BitGen program within each 
module directory in the Modular Design. See “BitGen” in Chapter 16.

An example is:

bitgen -g ActiveReconfig:Yes -g Persis:Yes -d designA1.ncd designA1.bit

This produces a configuration file (designA1.bit) that only configures the frames 
encompassed by the AREA GROUP for A1 in the modular design. When downloading this 
file, the full bitstream configuration must already be programmed into the device.

Difference-Based Partial Reconfiguration

There are two main ways a design can be altered to be utilized with Difference-based 
Partial Reconfiguration. The design can change either at the front-end (HDL or Schematic) 
or the back-end (NCD file). For front-end changes, the design must be re-synthesized and 
re-implemented to create a newly placed and routed NCD file. For back-end changes to the 
NCD files, sections of a design can be modified using the FPGA Editor tool. BitGen 
switches then can produce custom bitstreams that only modify small sections of the 
device.

Switching the configuration of a module from one implementation to another is very 
quick, as the bitstream differences are smaller than the changes to an entire device 
bitstream. These bitstreams can be loaded quickly and easily due to their size and software 
support.

In designs where large blocks of logic are meant to be reconfigured, the Modular Design 
flow described in the “Module-Based Partial Reconfiguration” section is required. 
However, there are many uses for minute design changes. Perhaps LUT programming or 
an I/O standard needs to be changed and loaded on the fly. These sorts of changes can be 
made easily by directly editing the routed NCD file in the Xilinx FPGA Editor application. 
If BRAM contents need to be modified, the Data2MEM utility can help, or these changes 
can be made in FPGA Editor as well. Once the changes are made, the BitGen program can 
be used to produce a bitstream that only programs the differences between the original 
design and the new one. Depending on the changes made, this partial bitstream can be 
orders of magnitude smaller than the original. All that is required is a good understanding 
of how to make logic changes using the FPGA Editor application, and the pertinent 
options to select in BitGen.
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Making Small Design Changes Using FPGA Editor

While there are a myriad of different types of changes that can be made to an FPGA design, 
this chapter only addresses three of them in FPGA Editor — changing I/O standards, 
BRAM contents, and LUT programming. While it is possible to change routing 
information, this is not recommended due to the possibility of internal contention during 
reconfiguration. If routing changes are desired, using the flow described in this chapter is 
recommended.

Once the routed NCD file is opened in FPGA Editor (by specifying it on the command line 
or using the File→Open menu selection), immediately save it under a different name, so 
the original design is not lost. The first example in the following figure shows that 
File→Save As is selected to change the and_test.ncd design to and_test2.ncd. 
The latter file will remain open in FPGA Editor once the operation is complete.

Once the new design is open, make the file available for modification by selecting 
File→Main Properties and changing the Edit Mode to Read Write. 

Changing LUT Equations

The smallest logical element that can be selected is the slice. First, the block must be 
viewed. An individual slice can be found using the Find button on the right hand side of 
the window, or the array view can be navigated, and the slice selected by hand. Once the 
slice is selected, (shown as red in the following figure) click the Editblock button to open 
the Block Editor toolbar.

Figure 5-8: Viewing a Block
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To prevent accidental edits, by default the internals of a slice cannot be edited. Each time a 
block is opened, to make it editable, select the Begin Editing button (the second button 
from the left in the Block Editor toolbar). This will change the window background to 
black.

To view the LUT equations, click on the Show/Hide Attributes button. It is the F= toolbar 
button. This opens a panel at the bottom of the window with the slice name, and the two 
equations. The valid operators are:

* → Logical AND

+ → Logical OR

@ → Logical XOR

~ → Unary NOT

The following figure shows changing the Geqn from A3*A2 to A3*~A2.

Valid equations values are A1, A2, A3, and A4, representing the four address line inputs to 
the LUT. Parentheses can also be used to group equation sections (A4 * A1) @ ~A3). Any 
other names or operators will produce an error. For example: 

ERROR:FPGAEDITOR:24 - "(A3*~A2 + mynet) is not a valid value for the 

Geqn attribute."

Once the attributes are changed, select the Saves Changes and Closes Window buttons to 
close the Block Editor.

Figure 5-9: Changing LUT Equations
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Changing Block RAM Contents

The Block Editor for block RAMs (see the following figure) is very similar to the Slice Block 
Editor. Once in the Block Editor mode, select Show/Hide Attributes to display the 
contents of the RAM. The format of the data is the same as an INIT constraint in a UCF file. 
See the Libraries Guide for details on the INIT constraint. 

Once the changes have been made, select the Saves Changes and Close Window buttons to 
close the window and return to the Array view.

Changing I/O Standards

To change the I/O standards, enter the Block Editor the same way as a slice or block RAM. 
The I/O standards are in a box in the upper-right corner of the window as shown in the 
next figure. To change the I/O standard, select the checkbox next to the desired I/O 
standard. There are also Drive Strength and Slew Rate checkboxes. Only select these when 
applicable. See the Libraries Guide for details on which I/O standards have selectable slew 
rate and drive strength.

Figure 5-10: Changing Block RAM Contents
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Choose I/O standards to match the VREF voltages (or the absence of a VREF voltage) with 
the other I/Os in the bank or the changed I/Os will not function properly. For example, it 
is not possible to change an LVTTL I/O in the middle of a bank of LVTTL I/Os to the GTL 
standard. GTL requires VREF voltages, LVTTL does not.

Other Changeable Elements

A number of muxes and changeable properties in slices, IOBs, and block RAMs are eligible 
for an Active Partial Reconfiguration flow. Some changeable properties are: muxes that 
invert polarity, flip-flop initialization and reset values, pull-ups or pull-downs on external 
pins, or block RAM write modes. All of these properties can be modified in the actual slice, 
IOB, or block RAM as appropriate. It is not recommended to change any property or value 
that would impact routing, due to the risk of internal contention. 

Making Small Design Changes Using Design Entry

Most of the changes covered in the previous section also can be made by editing the front-
end of the design. Of course, making designs changes in the front-end also allows the user 
to edit more than just simple features such as block RAM and I/O standards with the cost 
of having to re-synthesize and re-implement the entire design. Once these changes have 
been made, the new NCD is used with the BitGen application to generate a difference-
based bitstream.

Figure 5-11: Changing I/O Standards
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Creating Difference-Based Partial Reconfiguration Bitstreams

The -g ActiveReconfig:Yes switch is required for Active Partial Reconfiguration, 
meaning that the device remains in full operation while the new partial bitstream is being 
downloaded. If the ActiveReconfig:Yes is not specified (or the -g 
ActiveReconfig:No is specified), then the partial bitstream contains the Shutdown and 
AGHIGH commands used to de-assert DONE. All I/Os and internal routing should be 
high impedance, and writing to registers should be disabled. The changes described in this 
chapter can be done safely with the -g ActiveReconfig option set to Yes. 
Additionally, the -g Persist:Yes switch is required when utilizing Partial 
Reconfiguration through the SelectMAP mode. This switch allows the SelectMAP pins to 
persist after the device is configured, which allows the SelectMAP interface to be used for 
reconfiguration.

A Partial Reconfiguration bitstream can be created with any other BitGen option, 
including the -b option (create .rbt file) or any -g options specifying configuration options 
except for encryption. A device that has been configured with an encrypted bitstream 
cannot be partially reconfigured. Similarly, a device cannot be partially reconfigured with 
an encrypted bitstream.

A Difference-based Partial Reconfiguration bitstream can be created with the BitGen 
program using the -r switch. Properly used, the -r switch produces a bitstream that 
contains only the differences between the input routed .ncd file and the old .bit file.

An example is:

bitgen -g ActiveReconfig:Yes -g Persist:Yes -r and_test.bit 

and_test2.ncd and_test2_partial.bit

This produces a configuration file (and_test2_partial.bit) that only configures the 
frames that are different between and_test and and_test2. When downloading this 
file, the and_test configuration file MUST already be programmed into the device.

Using Bitstreams and Programming the FPGA

Partial Reconfiguration supports either the parallel slave SelectMAP or serial JTAG 
programming options. The Xilinx configuration application, iMPACT, can be used in 
conjunction with any Xilinx download cable to interface to target devices for 
configuration. Alternatively, the user can create board-level functions to control device 
configuration.

Because partial bitstreams are indistinguishable from full bitstreams, end users must be 
careful to correctly sequence the application of these partial bitstreams to the target 
devices. The iMPACT software can identify a partial bitstream but cannot determine if it is 
being applied in the correct sequence order. When downloading a device using a partial 
bitstream, iMPACT software displays a message indicating that a partial bitstream is being 
used and that care should be taken to ensure correct sequencing. Beyond that, the end-user 
configuration experience with partial bitstreams is identical to that of full bitstreams.
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When targeting a partial bitstream to a Xilinx configuration PROM using the iMPACT 
PROM file formatting capabilities, no special options or operations need to be followed. 
The formatting of the PROM data is identical regardless of the bitstream contents. End 
users should be aware that when targeting Xilinx configuration PROMs, these devices do 
not allow selective loading of configuration data contents. Instead, all data is transmitted 
to the attached FPGAs. If end users are looking for a solution to provide bitstream 
selectability in the case of Modular-based Partial Reconfiguration, they should consider 
either the System ACE™ MPM for medium-density solutions or the System ACE CF for 
high-density solutions.

On device power-up, a full bitstream must be loaded into the device. Only at that time a 
partial bitstream can be loaded to reconfigure a partially reconfigurable module. The states 
of FFs and RAMs are preserved during the reconfiguration process. Fixed portions of the 
design not being reconfigured can remain fully operational during the reconfiguration 
process. However, for a modular-based bitstream, if the module(s) not being reconfigured 
relies on the state of signals connected to the bus macro of the module under 
reconfiguration, then the design must account for the "transition time" during Partial 
Reconfiguration. For example, the fixed module communicating with a reconfigurable 
module by way of a bus macro must not rely on signals to or from the bus macro during 
the time of reconfiguration.

Bit Length and Reprogramming Speed

The bit length and reprogramming speed of a particular partial bitstream are directly 
proportional.

To help verify proper practice during bitstream generation and configuration phase, 
consult the “Checklist for Top-Level HDL Design” section.

Special UCF Constraints for Partial Reconfiguration

Area Group Properties

For each module defined "area group", manually attach properties to properly handle the 
design for the Partial Reconfiguration flow. For example:

For ISE 8.1i:

AREA_GROUP "My_PR_AG" MODE=RECONFIG;

Location Constraints for Bus Macros

A separate location constraint must be created for each bus macro. The Floorplanner 
cannot be used to create these constraints and they must be manually entered into the .ucf 
file. For example:

INST "BM_MyBusMacro_1"LOC = "TBUF_X0Y8" ; 

Note: Note: Must be on 4-column boundary x = 0, 4, 8, etc.
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Clock Template

In order to make some Partial Reconfiguration designs work, it may be necessary to use a 
clock template specially constructed for this purpose. It is the starting point for each 
reconfigurable module illustrated in the following figure: 

If a given reconfigurable module uses different clocks in each module variation, a clock 
template is a necessary step in the Partial Reconfiguration process. This is required in 
order to program the clock frames correctly. As an example, if reconfigurable module #1 is 
loaded into the device, the clock frames are programmed to meet the clocking needs of 
reconfigurable module #1, but might not accommodate the needs of reconfigurable 
module #2. If reconfigurable module #2 is then loaded, it will either overwrite the clock 
frames and simultaneously overwrite the clock programming of reconfigurable module 
#1, or it will not program the clock frames at all, causing the clock programming from 
reconfigurable module #2 to be non-existent. 

The clock template programs each of the clocks used in a system, even if the clock is not 
used in a particular design implementation. As an example, if reconfigurable module #1 
uses Clock 1 and Clock 2, and reconfigurable module #2 uses Clock 2 and Clock 3, then the 
clock template consists of Clocks 1, 2, and 3. Reconfigurable module #1 routes Clock 3 to a 
dummy flip-flop and adds the appropriate constraints so that the loadless Clock 3 is not 
removed. Similarly, reconfigurable module #2 ties a dummy load to the unused Clock 1.

Figure 5-12: Example of Design Requiring Clock Templates
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In this way, when reconfigurable module #1 is compiled, and its bitstream writes the clock 
frames, the clock programming for Clocks 1, 2, and 3 will be present and both module #1 
and #2 will work properly. This method is extendable; for example, if design 
reconfigurable module #3 also uses Clock 4, then Clock 4 is a necessary part of the clock 
template. The total number of different clocks in all designs must not exceed the clock 
resources of the device.

Because of the way modular designs are compiled, creating a clock template is not 
necessary if there are no clock or clock programming differences between any of the 
reconfigurable modules. 

Checklist for Top-Level HDL Design

The following section provides checklists for setting up design for Partial Reconfiguration.

1. Check that no shared signals (other than clocks) between modules.

2. All intermodule signals must use bus macro instantiations (4 bits each).

3. All I/Os in the design must be at the top-level. 

4. Design accounts for proper handshaking to ensure no operational dependencies on 
the state of the reconfigurable module while it is being reconfigured.

Checklist for Module HDL Design

1. Check that no instantiated I/Os are inside the module.

2. All constants must be local to each module (not shared with other modules).

Checklist for Initial Budgeting (Floorplanned and other .ucf Constraints)

1. Check that areas always span full height of the device.

2. Areas for reconfigurable modules that communicate via bus macros must share a 
common boundary with no "white space" between the areas.

3. Boundaries fall on x=0,4,8, etc.

4. Minimum width is 4 slice columns.

5. If bus macro in leftmost position, bits 0 and 1 cannot go right-to-left.

6. If bus macro in rightmost position, bits 2 and 3 cannot go left-to-right.

7. The bus macro must be exactly centered on the module’s boundaries.

8. Add proper Partial Reconfiguration-specific properties to Area groups. See “Special 
UCF Constraints for Partial Reconfiguration”.

9. All IOBs must be locked down.

10. IOBs can only be placed in sites within the columnar area for the module of which they 
are a member. If the area is immediately adjacent to the left or right edge of the device, 
all IOBs on that edge are also available for assignment to connections in that module.

11. All clock buffers must be locked down to specific user-defined locations.

12. When Floorplanning, make sure there are no pseudo-drivers or pseudo-ports. If such 
elements are found, correct the design HDL source to use bus macros for all 
intermodule communication.
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Checklist for Active Module Implementation

1. Copy "top-level" .ucf into active module implementation directory.

2. Create module-specific timing constraints.

3. After implementation, verify signals are wholly contained within the module 
boundary, except those traversing boundary via the bus macro (use FPGA Editor). 

Checklist for Assembled Designs

1. Create all possible module combinations as "assembled designs" for 
simulation/verification purposes.

2. Verify signals are wholly contained within module boundary except those traversing 
boundary via bus macro (use FPGA_Editor).

Checklist for Configuration

1. Create the full bitstream for the design.

2. Create the partial bitstream(s) for each module variation or the difference of two 
designs using BitGen.

3. Verify that -g ActiveReconfig and -g Persist are set to yes for the Partial 
Reconfiguration bitstreams. 

Note: The Persist option is only needed for SelectMAP configuration.)

4. Verify that SelectMAP or Boundary Scan configuration modes are being used.

Saving Block RAM (BRAM) Contents with SaveData

In a normal reconfiguration process, BRAM contents are overwritten by the bitstream. This 
behavior is the default for Partial Reconfiguration, but can be changed through the use of 
the SaveData feature. SaveData mode prevents BRAM data from being overwritten during 
device reconfiguration. 
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Use the following procedure to create a SaveData bitstream:

1. Open the design in FPGA Editor and use the List window to sort the components by 
type (see the following figure).

Figure 5-13: List Window
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2. Select and double-click on a RAMB to open it in the block viewer (see the Selected 
Block figure below).

Note: You can turn off “Routes” to make it easier to view the BRAMs.

3. Click on the “Begin Editing” Button (see the following figure).

4. Set the SaveData bit to “yes”.

Figure 5-14: Selected Block
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5. Click on the “Saves Changes and Closes Window” Button.

6. Exit FPGA Editor.

Special Cases in the Bitstream Architecture

The following lists some special cases in the bitstream architecture: 

• Programming information for specific pins are located in the corners of the device and 
would be programmed by any partial design that included that corner in its column 
area.

CCLK, DONE, M0, M1, M2, PROG, TCK, TDI, TDO, TMS

Through bitgen -g options, CCLK, DONE, M0, M1, M2, PROG, TCK, TDI, TDO, 
TMS, and any unused pins can be configured pullup/pulldown for all Virtex and 
Virtex-II series devices.

The same is true for specific Virtex-II and Virtex-II Pro pins: 

CCLK, DONE, HSWAP_EN, M0, M1, M2, Powerdown, PROG, TCK, TDI, TDO, TMS, 
and any "unused" pins.

Figure 5-15: Edit Screen
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These -g options must be set identically for each module that uses bitgen to create 
partial bitstreams, as well as on any full bitstreams that are produced from the final 
assemblies.

• Certain bitgen -g option settings result in the setting of programming information 
in the corners of the device.

For Virtex and Virtex-E devices, the bitstream userid and the programming to 
modulate delay values for the DLLs (GCLKDEL0 through GCLKDEL3) are stored in 
this manner.

For Virtex-II and Virtex-II Pro devices, the power option for the DCM, 
DisableBandgap, is stored in this manner.

These -g options must be set identically for each module that uses bitgen to create 
partial bitstreams, as well as on any full bitstreams that are produced from the final 
assemblies.

• For any IOBs requiring a VREF or VR pin, the VREF or VF pin cannot be in the same 
bitstream area. If two modules include the same I/O bank, then during active module 
implementation, it is possible for each module to specify IOB standards that do not 
result in banking rules violations, but will create banking rules violations when the 
modules are combined during final assembly. DRC alerts the user to these violations, 
so it is important for the designer to run final assembly on all combinations of 
modules to determine if there are any banking rules violations.

• For Virtex-II and Virtex-II Pro devices, there are programming bits in the corners of 
the devices to control the DCI operation for IOBs that require a VR. The bits in each 
corner control the DCI IOB standards in the VREF banks that touch it (there are eight 
banks, so two banks touch each corner). If a reconfigurable module defined an IOB 
standard that required certain VR and VF pins, but one of these pins was not in the 
reconfigurable module's configuration area, but in another module's reconfigurable 
area, then a banking rules violation would occur during final assembly, when the two 
modules are combined This will also be picked up by DRC banking rules checking at 
final assembly, so it is again important that every combination of modules be run 
through final assembly to check for banking rules conflicts.

• For Virtex devices, the feedback connections from the clock resources to the DLLs can 
be programmed to use dedicated clock resources, or generic routing. For a given DLL, 
that programming is located above the block RAM columns on the edge of the device 
in the same quadrant as the DLL. If a clock used in a module is using the DLL in a 
particular way, that programming must be identical for every module that includes 
that corner of the device.

Static Partial Reconfiguration

This document is primarily devoted to the capability of Active Partial Reconfiguration. 
That is, a module can be reconfigured while the remainder of the device remains active. In 
contrast, static Partial Reconfiguration is done before the device is fully active or when the 
device is inactive. This can be accomplished by deasserting the chip select (CS) during 
configuration, for example, to load in special data. For Partial Reconfiguration to take 
place, the rest of the device is in shutdown mode and is brought up again once the 
reconfiguration is completed.


